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Advances in mathematics, physics, biology/ human anatomy and chemistry 

during the 18th century was a scientific revolution. Initially, the scientific 

revolution focused on recovery of  the ancient knowledge and was described as 

the Scientific Renaissance. By the end of  the 18th century, the scientific 

revolution gave way to the Age of  Reflection. Alexandre Koyre coined the 

term Scientific Revolution which was focused on his analysis on Galileo and 

also gained popularity through Butterfield's Origins of  Modern Science. 

According to Kuhn, a scientific revolution occurs when scientists encounter 

anomalies that cannot be explained by universally accepted paradigm within 

which scientific progress has been made. With the increase in number of  

anomalies against a paradigm, scientists start to come up with new ideas and 

sometimes revisit previously discarded ones. Eventually, a new paradigm is 

formed. Kuhn was of  the view that changes in scientific theories repeatedly 

follow this pattern. 

Various Dental disciplines seem to have developed throughout the last half  a 

century following a similar process. A scientific revolution has taken place with 

the introduction of  dental implant rotary endodontics and lasers. Use of  lasers 

and implants has changed the paradigm of  treatment including the diagnosis 

and treatment. In addition, this has brought about a revolutionary change in 

the conceptualization of  dentistry, from the common knowledge of  patients 

to academic research.

However, inspite of  the newer materials and technologies, there exist 

problems that have not yet been resolved in the dental discipline and these 

anomalous cases are creating a new crisis for the current practice of  'normal 

science.' The situation demands emergence of  a new paradigm that can 

overcome such a crisis. It is thought that dental pulp stem cells and gene 

therapy are, through the process of  scientific verification, showing the 

potential to become a new paradigm for the dental disciplines.

Dr. Shveta Sood
Editor In Chief

EDITORIAL
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Abstract

Mandibular premolars have earned the reputation for having an aberrant anatomy. Literature is replete with reports 
of  extra canals in mandibular second premolars, but reports about the incidence of  extra roots in these teeth are 
quite rare. This paper attempts at explaining a rare case of  successful endodontic management of  a two-rooted 
mandibular second premolar. The standard method of  radiographic appraisal was maintained as the criteria for 
determining the presence of  extra roots. 

Arundeep Singh*, Dax Abraham**, Ravjot Ahuja***, Sucheta Jala****

*Principal and HOD, Department of  Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics, MRDC

** Professor, Department of  Conservative Dentistry and  Endodontics, MRDC

*** Reader, Department of  Conservative Dentistry and  Endodontics, MRDC

**** Post Graduate, Department of  Conservative Dentistry and  Endodontics, MRDC

Introduction 

Case Report

mandibular second premolar, which if  left untreated, 
can contribute to failure of  treatment.A thorough understanding of  root canal anatomy and 

morphology is required for achieving high levels of  
success in endodontic treatment. Failure to recognize A 35-year-old male patient was referred to the 
variations in root or root canal anatomy can result in department of  Conservative Dentistry and 
unsuccessful endodontic treatment. Hence, it is Endodontics, Manav Rachna Dental College for 
imperative that the clinician be well informed and management of  lower right second premolar. History 
allerted to the commonest possible variations. Hoen revealed that the patient had experienced sensitivity to 
and Pink in their analysis on teeth requiring re-

cold for the past six months and reported pain for the 
treatment, found a 42% incidence of  missed roots or 

past two days. Pain was spontaneous in nature and 
1 canals. Mandibular premolars have earned the aggravated on chewing and lying down. On intraoral 

reputation for having the most aberrant anatomy. 
clinical examination, there was a carious exposure of  the 

Numerous reports of  root canal variations in these teeth 
pulp and the tooth was tender to percussion. The tooth 2,3have been reported in the literature.  Vertucci in his 
was subjected to routine clinical tests and a provisional 

series of  studies, which was conducted on extracted 
diagnosis of  acute apical periodontitis was made. 

4teeth, reported 2.5% incidence of  a second canal . Zilich 
On radiographic examination of  preoperative and Dawson reported 11.7% occurrence of  two canals 

5 radiograph, the periodontal ligament outline suggested and 0.4% of  three canals . According to Ingle, 
a rare anatomical feature and hence a second radiograph mandibular second pre molars have only 12% chance of  
with a more mesial angulation was taken for a clear view a second canal, 0.4% of  a third canal and Harty has 
(tube shift technique). Two roots were found and were reported 11% possibility of  second canal. A case of  
distinguished as buccal and lingual based on the Clark's mandibular second premolar was referred to our 
SLOB rule , which states that if  the object moves from postgraduate endodontic clinic, which on radio graphic 
its reference point towards the distal side, while the tube examination was found to have an unusual anatomy i.e. 
is shifted mesially, then the object lies on the buccal two roots. Successful endodontic management of  the 
aspect and vice versa. Access was gained to the pulp mandibular premolar with two roots was completed 
chamber after administration of  local anesthesia, under with proper precautions and planning. The purpose of  
rubber dam isolation. To gain sufficient access to the this investigation was to study the presence of  extra 
canals, the conventional access opening was modified roots in mandibular premolars with a special 
into one that was wider buccolingually as the roots were emphasison mandibular second premolars, reported to 

have notoriety for unusual root anatomy. Thus, this bucco-lingually oriented. Orifice location was not easy 

paper attempts to alert the dental fraternity on the as the coronal pulp chamber was unusually long and the 
presence of  extra roots as acommon feature in separation of  the roots was from the middle third of  the 

MANDIBULAR PREMOLAR WITH 
TWO ROOTS - A CASE REPORT
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root. After careful inspection, two canal orifices were 

located and patency was ascertained using asmall size K-

10 (Figure 1). To distinguish between the two roots and 

canals, one H-15 No. and one K-15 No. was inserted 

into each of  the canals, and the working length was 

estimated using apex locator. Gates-Glidden drills 3,2,1 

with a brushing motion, in a crown down fashion was 

used to enlarge the orifices to achieve a straight line 

access to the apex. The canals were sequentially irrigated 

using 5% Sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA during 

the cleaning and shaping procedure. Calcium hydroxide 

intracanal medicament was placed inside the canals as 

inter appointment dressing and sealed. Calcium 

hydroxide was removed from the canals with ultrasonic 

activation of  17% EDTA and 3% Sodium hypochlorite. 
Fig.1 : Location of  Two Orifices 

The canals were thoroughly dried and obturation was 

done using Calamus Duo obturating system(Figure 2). 

Occlusal access opening was sealed with temporary 

filling material and a radiograph was taken. The two 

roots of  the second premolar can be appreciated well in 

this post-obturation radiograph [Figure 3]. The patient 

was reviewed for two weeks and the postendodontic 

permanent restoration was completed with composite 

and was referred to the department of  Prosthodontia 

for further management

The presence of  extra roots or canals in mandibular 

premolars is undoubtedly an endodontic challenge. 

Acollection of  previous studies have been tabulated for 

better understanding [Table 1]. Clearly, these findings 

are clinically important, as in a study at the University of  
Fig. 2 : Master Cone of  Two Rooted Mandibular Washington assessing the results of  endodontic therapy, 
Premolarthe mandibular premolars showed the highest failure 

13
rate of  all types of  teeth.  Conceivably, these findings 

could be due to the complex root canal anatomy of  a 

large number of  these teeth. A wide range of  opinions 

are reported in the literature regarding the number of  

root canals, but there are very few reports on the 

variations in the number of  roots that occur in the 
12,14mandibular second premolars.  These discussions 

also validate an important consideration that must not 

be overlooked i.e. the anatomic position of  the mental 

foramen and the neurovascular structures that pass 

through it, in close proximity to the apices of  the 

mandibular second premolar. There are reports in the 

literature, of  flare-ups in mandibular second premolars 

with associated parasthesia of  the inferior alveolar and 
14 

mental nerves. Failure to recognize the presence of  

extra root or canals can often lead to acute flare-ups 
Fig. 3 : Obturation of  Two Roots and 2 canals In during treatment and subsequent failure of  endodontic 
Mandibular Premolartherapy. 

Discussion
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Conclusion
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Abstract 

Conclusion

Keywords

The Hall Technique is a method for managing carious primary molars where decay is sealed under PMCs without 

local anaesthesia, tooth preparation or any caries removal. The technique is therefore minimally invasive and can be 

expected to cause less discomfort than the conventional treatment approaches. This aspect could be a considerable 

advantage as the Hall technique is a child centred approach.

Various studies have shown that the restoration by Hall Technique is better acceptable to the child, parent and 

dentist. Also, this technique serves as a better alternative for GDPs for managing primary carious molars. Further 

studies regarding the increased OVDs and cost effectiveness should be carried to get better conclusive results.

Hall Technique, Preformed Metal Crowns, primary carious molars.

Dr. Yukti Narang*, Dr. Hind Pal Bhatia** ,Dr. Shveta Sood***, Dr. Naresh Sharma****, Dr. Akshara Singh

*PG, Department of  Paedodontics and Preventive Dentistry, MRDC

**Professor and Head, Department of  Paedodontics and Preventive Dentistry, MRDC

***Professor, Department of  Paedodontics and Preventive Dentistry, MRDC

**** Reader, Department of  Paedodontics and Preventive Dentistry, MRDC

*****Senior Lecturer, Department of  Paedodontics and Preventive Dentistry, MRDC

Introduction

Procedure

named after Dr. Norna Hall, a general dental 

practitioner from Scotland, who developed and used the Successfully managing dental caries in the paediatric 
technique for over 15 years. population is a long standing problem posing a number 

of  challenges, including access to care, behaviour The Hall Technique is a method for managing carious 

management and the need for definitive treatment until primary molars where decay is sealed under PMCs 

tooth exfoliation. without local anaesthesia, tooth preparation or any 

caries removal. Preformed metal crowns (PMCs) for primary molar 

teeth were first described in 1950 by Engel, followed by The technique is therefore minimally invasive and can 
1 be expected to cause less discomfort than the Humphrey.  The conventional method for placing 

conventional treatment approaches. This aspect could PMCs on primary molar teeth has remained largely 
be a considerable advantage as the Hall technique is a unchanged since they were first introduced to Paediatric 
child centred approach.Dentistry. This involves stages including administration 

of  local anaesthesia and removal of  infected dentin The purpose of  this article is to conduct a systematic 
which is followed by preparation of  the mesial, distal literature review of  recently published papers on crowns 
and occlusal surfaces of  the tooth with a high-speed placed with Hall Technique for assessing its 
handpiece. Then, a PMC of  the correct size is selected, effectiveness in clinical performance.
adjusted if  necessary to achieve a 'snap fit' and cemented 

into place. Although limited in quality, there is 
Instruments Required :

consistent evidence that PMCs can be effective 
3,4 ?Mouth mirrorrestoration,  and they are recommended as the 

?Orthodontic Separatorsrestoration of  choice for primary molars with two or 
5, 6more surfaces affected by dental caries. ?Straight probe- To remove separators, if  used.

In 2006, Hall technique, a method for fitting PMC, was ?Spoon Excavator-To remove crown if  
introduced to the dental literature. The technique is necessaryand for cement removal.

HALL TECHNIQUE- CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE FOR STAINLESS STEEL 
CROWNS IN PAEDIATRIC DENTISTRY : A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF LITERATURE
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?Flat plastic spatula- To load crown with cement.

?Cotton wool rolls- For child to bite down on and 
push crown over tooth and to wipe away cement.

?Pliers (Johnson Contouring Plier # 114 and Hoe 
Pliers)-Can be useful for adjusting crowns, 
particularly where the primary molar has lost length 
mesio-distally due to caries.

?Gauze to protect the airway and wipe off  excess 
cement.

?Elastoplast to secure the crown for airway 
Figure 1: The use of  orthodontic separators to create protection.
space for fitting a Hall crown

B. Crown morphology and marginal ridge 
STAGE 1: Case Selection breakdown
A full history and clinical examination including Often where there is marginal ridge break down in one 
bitewing radiography should be carried out. molar, there can be migration of  the adjacent molar into 
Indications include teeth with: the cavitated area. This can make placing a Hall crown 

difficult without making some adjustments to the tooth ?Proximal (Class II) lesions, cavitated or non-
itself  or the crown.cavitated.

?Occlusal (Class I) lesions, non-cavitated if  the 
patient is unable to accept a fissure sealant or 
conventional restoration.

?Occlusal (Class I) lesions, cavitated if  the patient is 
unable to accept partial caries removal technique or 
a conventional restoration.

Contraindications include teeth with :

?Signs or symptoms of  irreversible pulpitis or dental 

sepsis.

Figure 2 : Significant loss of  mesio-distal dimension ?Clinical or radiographic signs of  pulpal 
due to extent of  dental cariesinvolvement or periradicular pathology

There are several different approaches to managing this ?Crowns that are so broken down they would be 
problem if  a crown cannot be fitted in the usual way:considered unrestorable with conventional 

technique. üPlacement of  a temporary restoration to rebuild the 

marginal ridge and allow a separator to be placed to 

make space for the crown to be fitted.

The fitting a PMC with Hall technique can be carried out üAdjusting the crown with pliers.
in seven steps:

üTrying a different crown.
Step 1- Assessing the tooth shape, contact points/ 

C. Assessing the occlusion
areas and the occlusion

Before fitting a Hall crown, it is important to check the 
A. Tight contact points and their management with 

following two points regarding the occlusion:
separators :

üMeasure the anterior overbite (in order to assess the 
Hall crowns can often be fitted successfully to primary 

degree of  propping of  the bite following fitting of  
molars which are in contact with the adjacent teeth. 

the crown).Some teeth have very broad contact points, which can 
üCheck the buccal relationship of  the tooth to be make adjusting the crowns difficult. In such cases, 

orthodontic separators can be placed through the mesial crowned with its opposing number (to ensure there 

and distal contacts and the patient should be seen 3 to 5 is no laterally displacing contact following fitting of  
days later for removal of  the separator. (Figure 1) the crown).

Case Selection And Technique Of  Placement :

STAGE 2 : Placement of  the PMC with Hall 

Technique
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Step 2 : Protecting the airway methods of  seating the crowns: (Figure 5)

This is most easily done by sitting the child upright. Also, üThe clinician seats the crown by finger pressure.
there are additional ways of  protecting the airway by 

üThe child seats the crown by biting on it.
using gauze swab square or a micropore tape, doubled 
back on itself  or by attaching the floss to the crown 
using FeviKwick (Pidilite).

Step 3 : Sizing a crown

The crown size selected should cover all the cusps and 
approach the contact points with a slight feeling of  
"spring back". One should aim to fit the smallest size of  
crown. (Figure 3)

Figure 5 : Fitting the crown and first stage seating

Step 6 : Wipe the excess cement away, check fit and 
second stage seating

As soon as the crown is fitted, the child should be asked 
to open the mouth to allow the crown position to be 
checked and excess glass ionomer should be wiped off. 
It is important to maintain firm pressure on the crown 
until the cement sets, as the crowns can spring back. 
(Figure 6)

Figure 3 : Selecting the correct crown size

Step 4 : Loading the crown with cement

Following try in, the inside of  the crown should be 
dried, using the end of  a cotton wool roll and then 
crown should be loaded generously (it should be at least 
two thirds full) with a glass ionomer luting cement. 
(Figure 4)

Figure 6 : Second stage seating

Step 7: Final clearance of  cement, check occlusion and 
discharge (Figure 7) 

üExcess cement should be removed by flossing 
between the contacts.

üBlanching usually disappears within minutes. 

üThe occlusal discrepancy should resolve in a few 
weeks. Degree of  bite opening should be measured 
and recorded in the notes. 

Figure 4 : Loading the crown with cement üBuccal relationship of  the crowned tooth with its 

Step 5: Fitting the crown and first stage seating opposing tooth should be checked.

The crown should be placed over the tooth. Fully üThe parent and child are advised that the child will 
seating the crown is a key stage. There are two main probably notice the crown as being high in the bite, 
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but it will no longer bother them by the following caries treatment. The children's, parents', and dentists' 
day. perceptions and opinions of  treatment were assessed 

immediately following treatment. More negative üIf  there are any problems, then the child should be 
behaviour was reported by dentists for the conventional brought back.
restorations group. Children's pain perceptions and 
dentists/parents acceptability were similar for all 
techniques. 

12
Page LA et al. (2014)  in his study concluded that 

there is a high degree of  acceptance among both parents 

and children for SSC placement using the Hall 

Technique. 

Figure 7 : Final clearance of  cement, check occlusion These results are in accordance to a previous study 
13and discharge conducted by Bell SJ (2010).

Placement of  a PMC in a paediatric patient is considered 
Studies on Hall Technique have been published from to be technique sensitive due to the process of  the 
2006 to 2016 so far. Much literature has been discussed crown preparation, administration of  local anaesthetic, 
on the success and the shortcomings of  this technique. crown trimming etc. This holds true especially for 

general dental practitioners (GDPs), hence, Hall The first study reporting for the Hall Technique was a 
Technique marks as a revolutionary alternative retrospective analysis of  Hall's practice records between 

8 approach for the management of  carious primary teeth.March 1988 and January 2001.  There were 978 
14Stainless Steel Crowns (SSC) placed in 259 children A study by Gilchrist F et al. (2013)  was conducted to 

(mean  age  equals  five  years, nine  months) over  this  describe student experience of, and attitudes towards, 
13 year  period. Using the Hall Technique, crowns were PMCs before and after exposure to Hall Technique 
fitted over teeth with marginal ridge breakdown due to where students reported positive experiences of  the 
caries and radiographs were not routinely taken. A Hall technique. 
survival analysis for all tooth types indicated a 73 

15
Another study by Innes et al. (2010)  was carried out percent probability of  the SSCs surviving for three years 
to investigate and describe the views of  a group of  (tooth not extracted or crown de-cemented) and 68 
GDPs on their use of  PMCs with the conventional percent probability of  survival for five years. The 
method and the Hall Technique. It was concluded that probability of  a tooth surviving without being extracted 
among the small group of  GDPs who had little (Eg: excluding crowns becoming de-cemented or lost) 

 9 experience or training in the use of  the Hall Technique, was 86 percent at three years and 81 percent at five year.
it was perceived to be easy to use routinely, acceptable to 10Another paper by Innes et al. (2011)  was a 
patients and effective.

continuation of  the original study with a minimum of  
 16

Similarly, Foley Jl (2012)  assessed the preferences 48 and up to 60 months follow-up. It focused more on 
amongst European postgraduates in Paediatric pulpal outcomes of  the technique. For the 91 patients 

(69 percent) with a 48 month minimum follow-up, 18 Dentistry for the treatment of  a child with differing 
teeth experienced at least one major failure, 15 (17 caries severity in a primary molar tooth. The Hall 
percent) in the control teeth and three (3 percent) in the technique appeared to be a favoured option by half  of  
Hall Technique teeth. Success rates were 92 percent in the students for treatment of  an asymptomatic carious 
the Hall Technique group and 52 percent for the primary molar tooth in a dentally- anxious child patient. 
controls.

An open bite is a common feature of  the Hall Technique 
While rendering any treatment to a paediatric patient it is secondary to no tooth reduction to accommodate the 

17important to consider the clinical acceptability of  the PMC. Van der Zee et al. (2010)  evaluated the effect 
procedure to the child as well as to the parents. of  the Hall Technique on occlusal vertical dimension in 

11Santamaria et al. (2015)  retrospectively assessed the primary dentition in vivo. It was concluded that Hall 
children's behaviour and pain perception when Technique placed crowns opened the occlusion and the 
proximal dentinal caries was managed using three occlusion returned to pre-treatment levels after 15 to 30 
treatment strategies: Conventional Restorations using days. It appeared that the crown length of  both the 
Compomer, Hall Technique and Non- Restorative treated molar and its opponent were reduced eventually.

Current Scenario :
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The Hall Technique has also been shown to have good occluso-proximal lesions in primary molars, in a school 
18 setting, using low-technology and child-friendly dental longevity. According to Santamaria et al. (2014) , the 

techniques.success rate for the Hall Technique was 98 percent after 
1 year and showed superior efficacy against a non-
restorative approach and a conventional restoration. Various studies have shown that the restoration by Hall 

19 Ludwig  et  al. (2014)  assessed  the  clinical  and Technique is better acceptable to the child, parent and 
radiographic  success  of  SSCs  placed  to  restore  dentist. Also, this technique serves as a better alternative 
caries affected primary  molars  using  both  the  for GDPs for managing primary carious molars. Further 

studies regarding the increased OVDs and cost traditional  placement  technique  for  SSC and  Hall  
effectiveness should be carried to get better conclusive Technique. Mean follow-up time was 15 months. 
results.Bitewing radiographs obtained every 12 to 24 months. 

Results  showed  that success  rates  for  the  Hall 
Technique (97  percent)  and traditional  SSCs  (94  1. Engel RJ. Chrome steel as used in children's 
percent)  were  not  significantly  different. dentistry. Chron Omaha District Dent Soc. 
One of  the most important factors for the survival of  a 1950;13: 255-8.
crown is its marginal seal. However, achieving optimal 2. Humphrey WP. Use of  chrome steel in children's 
marginal adaption is difficult with SSCs due to a limited dentistry. Dent Surv 1950. 26: 945-949.
ability to adjust their prefabricated shapes and 

3. Randall RC, Vrijhoef  MM, Wilson NH. Efficacy of  
dimensions. Thus, luting cements are effective in 

preformed metal crowns vs. amalgam restorations 
obtaining a suitable marginal seal and reducing 

in primary molars: a systematic review. J Am Dent 
microleakage around the crown margins.

Assoc. 2000;131: 337-43.
20Erdemci ZY et al. (2014)  investigated microleakage 4. Innes NP, Ricketts DN, Evans DJ. Preformed metal 

and marginal discrepancies in SSCs placed using  crowns for decayed primary molar teeth. Cochrane 
conventional and Hall techniques and cemented with Database Syst Rev. 2007:CD005512.
three different luting agents namely: conventional  glass  

5. Fayle SA. UK National Clinical Guidelines in 
ionomer cement  (Ionofil, Voco,  Germany); resin  

Paediatric Dentistry. Stainless steel preformed 
cement  (Rely X Unicem  Self  Adhesive  Resin  Cement,  

crowns for primary molars. Faculty of  Dental 
3M  ESPE,  Seefeld,  Germany);  and polycarboxylate  

Surgery, The Royal College of  Surgeons of  
cement  Adhesor  Carbofine, Spofadental, Czech 

England. Int J Paediatr Dent. 1999;9:311-4.
Republic). Stainless steel crowns applied using the Hall 

6. Kindelan SA, Day P, Nichol R,Willmott N, Fayle technique displayed higher microleakage scores than 
SA. UK National Clinical Guidelines in Paediatric those applied using the conventional technique, 
Dentistry: Stainless steel preformed crowns for regardless of  the cementation material. When the 
primary molars. Int J Paediatr Dent. 2008;18(Suppl. interaction of  the material and technique was assessed, 
1):20-8.resin cement presented as the best choice for 

minimizing microleakage in both techniques. 7. Evans CD, Innes N. The Hall Technique: A 
21 minimal intervention, child centred approach to A study by Schwendicke F et al. (2015)  compared 

managing the carious primary molar: A Users the cost-effectiveness of  three strategies for treating 
Manual. Version 3, University o f  Dundee, primary molars with cavitated carious lesions and 
Scotland.sensible (vital), asymptomatic pulps. Conventional 

8. Innes N, Evans D, Hall N. The Hall technique for excavation and restoration, Hall Technique (caries 
managing carious primary molars.  Dent Update sealing using a preformed crown), and pulpotomy were 
2009;36: 472-8.compared. Conventional treatment was least effective 

and more expensive than the Hall Technique. Risk- 9. Innes NP, Stirrups DR, Evans DJ, Hall N, Leggate 
based pulpotomy was more costly, but also more M. A novel technique using preformed metal 
effective than alternatives. Overall, the Hall Technique crowns for managing carious primary molars in 
was most cost-effective, followed by pulpotomy and general practice: a retrospective analysis. Br Dent J 
conventional treatment. 2006; 200:451-4.

 22
Hesse D et al. (2016)  is presently carrying out a  trial 10. Innes NP, Evans DJ, Stirrups DR. Sealing caries in 
to compare ART and the Hall Technique for the most primary molars: randomized control trial, 5-year 
clinically- and cost-effective strategy for managing results. J Dent Res 2011; 90:1405-10.

Conclusion
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Abstract 

Keywords :

Cellular cannibalism (CC) is defined as the ability of  a cell to engulf  another living cell leading eventually to death of  
internalized cell. It has been described in various cancers like bladder cancer, breast cancer, lung cancer, gastric 
cancer, oral cancer and is an emerging indicator of  anaplasia, tumor aggressiveness and metastatic potential. It is 
especially valuable as it helps in assessing tumorbehavior.Several steps have been proposed to describe the 
process.In this review, an attempt has been made to unveil the intricacies of  cellular engulfments and significance 
of  cannibalism in relation to oral squamous cell carcinoma.  .

  Anaplasia, cannibalism, oral cancer.
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Introduction

Cellular Cannibalism-Morphology and Appearance

Although there are different types of  cannibalism, size 
structured cannibalism being the commonest form in Cellular proliferation is a biological process of  vital 
which large individual feeds on smaller ones. importance to all living organisms and is fundamental to 

7 Cannibalism occurs at cellular level in humans also.both embryonic and post-embryonic existence. 
Cellular cannibalism is defined as the ability of  a cell to Abnormal cell proliferation appears to be a precursor of  

1 engulf  another living celland was first described by cancer development. Head and neck squamous cell 
Leydenin 1904, who coined those cells as "bird's-eye carcinoma is also believed to arise via a multistep 

8cells".  Cannibalistic cells were initially noticed in process that involves the activation of  oncogenes as well 
cytological smears where the cell that had ingested as the inactivation of  tumor suppressor genes. These 
another cell consisted of  a vacuole containing the genetic changes generate concomitant phenotypic 
ingested cell and this vacuole pushed the nucleus to the changes in the tumor cells that allow them to continue to 

92 periphery of  the cell.survive and expand.  The practice of  pathology is 
currently undergoing significant change, mainly due to It has been considered as an important morphologic 
advances in the cellular and molecular analysis. However feature to distinguish benign from malignant lesions. 
despite therapeutic and diagnostic progress in oncology Cannibalism has even been hypothesized to be related 

10as a whole during the last decades, the prognosis of  oral to the metastatic capabilities of  malignantcells.  This 
3squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) remains poor. unusual property of  tumor cells gets an advantage over 

11survival at low nutrient adverse conditions.The basic defect of  any cellular alteration begins at the 
molecular level triggering a series of  reactions and 
thereby affecting the entire cell system and consequently 

Cellular cannibalism shows two phenomena, namely 
4

its morphology.  One of  the intriguing aspects of  cancer self-cannibalism (macroautophagy) and xeno-
is "cellular cannibalism" that has been considered as an cannibalism. Self-cannibalism (macroautophagy) is a 
indicator of  adaptive strategy of  the malignant cells to well-regulated process of  cell repair as well as of  

5
survive. molecule and organelle recycling that allows the cells to 
The word cannibalism is derived from cannibals, the survive. It also represents a cell death pathway 
Spanish name for the Carib people formerly well known characterized by specific features that differentiate 
for practicing cannibalism that is the act or practice of  autophagy from other cell death processes. However the 
humans eating the flesh or internal organs of  other cells that are able to exert intense autophagic activity are 

6human beings.  Cannibalism is a common ecological also able to engulf  and digest entire cell siblings. This 
interaction, occurring naturally in variety of  species. phenomenon represents a sort of  'xeno-cannibalism' 

CELLULAR CANNIBALISM: A NEW APPROACH 
TOWARDS CANCER DIAGNOSIS
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which is an exacerbation of  self-cannibalism and successive steps of  cellular cannibalismproposed by 
12 14

provide further survival option to th cells. Brouweret al.

CC in cytological or histological preparation is 
manifested as a cell that is contained within another 

13 
bigger cell with a crescent shaped nucleus (Fig. 1). This In all cases, the internalized cells are taken up into a 
particular appearance is attributed to the fact that vacuole  surrounded by  the host plasma membrane and 
ingested cell is contained in a big vacuole that pushes the is so large that it squishes the host's nucleus into a 

13nucleus of  cannibalistic cell to the periphery. crescent shape along the cell's perimeter - an identifying 
6characteristic of  the phenomenon [Figure 3].  The 

nuclear shape of  the interiorized cell remains 
unchanged although it has a fading oval nucleus. In the 
course of  time, the interiorized cell is completely 
encircled and dies off. The death of  the interiorized cell 
is apparently due to lack of  nutrition rather than due to 
effect of  lysosomal enzymes, as electron microscopy 
has shown that lysosomal structures are sparsely present 
in cannibalistic cells compared to the interiorized cell.15 
The cellular pathways that lead to their demise, however, 
may be as diverse as the mechanisms by which they are 

6engulfed in the first place.
Figure 1 - Cellular cannibalism in OSCC. Cannibalistic 
cell is marked by arrow

Figure 3 - Mechanism of  action

Following theories have been put forward to explain this 
event.

 (A) Cannibalism occurs so that tumor cells can feed on 
ingested cells thus obviating tumor cell nutritional 
deficiencies. Experiments have shown that cannibalism 
is never observed in serum-free cultures but can be 
reinduced by serum exposure. Also, ultrastructural 
examination revealed scanty lysosomal content in 
cannibalistic cell in comparison with free thus proving 
that death and disintegration of  the interiorized cell is 
due to starvation rather than the action of  lysosomal 

14
enzymes.

(B) Cellular cannibalism  may function as a way of  
eliminating malignant cell thus keeping a check on 
tumor growth. Brouwer et al. demonstrated that serum 
dependent cannibalism may contribute to the 
autodestruction of  cells and frequent failure to establish 

14
human small cell carcinoma of  lung cell lines.

 (C) Few reports suggested that tumor cells have also 
Figure 2 - Schematic representation of  the main taste for other non-sibling cells or immune cells like 

Mechanism And Molecular Basis Of  The 
Phenomenon

Process of  Cellular Cannibalism 
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neutrophils, lymphocytes and erythrocytes and may (neutrophils, lymphocytes and erythrocytes) has been 
cannibalise them. Such type of  conduct signifies that reported in oral carcinomas, salivary gland malignancies, 
cannibalistic tumor cells cannot discriminate between endometrial tumors and melanoma, implying that 
tumor infiltrating immune cells and sibling neoplastic cannibal tumor cells do not distinguish or select 
cells and thus may use cannibalism as a mechanism of  between the normal cells (including stromal or tumor-

16 infiltrating immune cells) and sibling neoplastic cells. It tumor immune escape.
has also been found that metastatic cells cannibalize Factors regulating cellular cannibalism
their siblings as well as cells from the immune system, 

Following factors are known to control phenomenon of  which represents a formidable opportunity for 
cannibalism: 23

metastatic cells to survive in adverse conditions.
(I) Hunger of  the tumor cells/low nutrient 

A study by Lugini et al., showed that melanoma cell lines 
8,16supply. derived from metastatic lesions exhibited cannibalism, 

(II) Tumor microenvironment, i.e., acidity and whereas primary tumors did not show this 
hypoxia. Carcinogenesis (malignant tumors) phenomenon. Their data suggested that by feeding on 
results in acidic microenvironment owing to cytotoxic lymphocytes, tumor cells may use cannibalism 
shift in the metabolic pathway which in turn as tumor immune escape mechanism. Indeed, 
favors selection of  certain cell phenotypes cannibalistic activity has been shown to be significantly 
that engulf  sibling cells and are able to sustain associated with increased metastatic melanoma cell 

17,18 24and survive such adverse environment. survival, particularly under starvation conditions.

(III) Dynamic link between caveolin-1, actin Sarode et al. aimed their research at identification and 
cytoskeleton and ezrin. This network has a key quantification of  the cannibalistic cells on routine 
role in formation of  cannibalistic vacuole and haematoxylin and eosin stained sections of  OSCC with 
caveosome and is driving force for c l inicopathological  cor relat ion.  Suppor t ing 

19
cannibalism. immunohistochemistry was done to substantiate the 

cancer cannibalism. They found that the poorly (IV) Overexpression of  cathepsin B and acidic 
differentiated OSCC reported more number of  milieu of  lysosomal like vesicles typify 

19,20 cannibalistic cells per high power field as compared to cannibalistic cells.
moderately differentiated OSCC and it was concluded 
that cannibalism is easily identifiable and a vital marker 

5In cytological or histological samples of  tumors it is a of  aggressive biological behaviour in OSCC. Sarode 
common finding to detect cells with one or more and Sarode in retrospective histopathological analysis 
vacuoles,  poss ib ly  conta in ing ce l l s  under  of  OSCC for identification of  neutrophil tumor cell 

21degradation. Various types of  cellular engulfements cannibalism (NTCC) and its correlationwith 
1.6

and their differentiating features are listed in table clinicopathological parameters concluded that it could 
predict the biological behaviour and could serve as a 
useful prognostic marker in future.22 This interesting 
phenomenon has not been previously documented in 
association with salivary gland tumors however Arya et 
al. reported NTCC associated with a high-grade, 
aggressive and metastatic salivary duct carcinoma of  the 
parotid gland by both cytological and histological 

25assessment.

Any description in the literature of  cannibalism in a 
benign tumor is rare. However, Fernandez-Flores have 
shown images of  cannibalism in a benign condition, 
namely the localized type of  giant cell (GC) tumor of  

Until recently, cannibalism was recognized as a 
the tendon sheath. It was observed that the internalized 

phenomenon seen mainly with tumor cells ingesting 
cells frequently displayed an apoptotic appearance when 

other tumor cells. Recent reports have shown tumor cell 
stained with hematoxylin-eosin, with the loss of  the 

engulfment of  other cells (xeno-cannibalism) such as 
nucleus and an increase in cytoplasmic density. Their 22

neutrophils, lymphocytes, and erythrocytes.
immunohistochemistry analysis revealed that the 

Tumor cell cannibalism of  hematopoietic cells internalized cells as well as the cannibal cells expressed 

Current Concepts and Review of  the Literature
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CD68, which is a reflection of  their histiocytic nature. carcinomas: A review. J Oral Pathol Med 
However, the surviving internalized cells did not 1991;20:413-20

express the apoptotic markers Bax or p53. In contrast, 4. Sivapathasundharam B, Kalasagar M. Yet another 
expression of  caspase-3 was evident occasionally in the ar t icle on exfol iat ive cytology.  J  Oral  
internalized cells substantiating that the internalization MaxillofacPathol 2004;8:54-7.
induces the apoptotic death of  the internalized cell. No 

5. Sarode SC, Sarode GS. Identification of  cell 
immunoexpression of  BCL-2 was found for the 

cannibalism in oral squamous cell carcinoma with 9internalized cells. clinic-pathologic correlation. Oral Oncol 
Sarode and Sarode studied the cannibalistic Giant 2013;49:S90-1
cells(GCs) in central GC granuloma (CGCG) and 6. Sharma D, Koshy G, Grover S, Koshy S. Cellular 
peripheral GC granuloma (PGCG) and their correlation cannibalism: An insight. CHRISMED J Health Res 
with the biological behaviour. They found that the 2015;2:14-8.
frequency of  occurrence of  cannibalistic GCs ranged 

7. Fais S. Cannibalism: a way to feed on metastatic from 20% to 56%. CGCG showed significantly higher 
tumors. Cancer Lett 2007; 258: 155-64.

mean cannibalistic GC frequency than PGCG. In 
8. Bauchwitz MA. The bird's eye cell: Cannibalism or aggressive CGCG, mean cannibalistic GC frequency 

abnormal division of  tumor cells. ActaCytol was significantly higher than non-aggressive type. 
1981;25:92.Similarly, recurrent cases showed significantly higher 

mean cannibalistic cell frequency than non-recurrent 9. Fernandez-Flores A. Cannibalism in a benign soft 
26

cases. tissue tumor (giant-cell tumor of  the tendon 
sheath, localized type): a study of  66 cases. Rom J 
Morphol Embryol 2012; 53: 15-22.

In oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC), there are 
10. Alok M, Singh S, Kaur S, Agarwal A, Solanki R, several wellrecognized histological prognosticators like 

Thakral R, et al. Cell cannibalism as an indicator of  grade of  the tumor, histological subtyping/ 
anaplasia and tumor aggresiveness in carcinoma categorization, tumor border being either in? ltrative or 
breast. J Adv Res BiolSci 2013;5:286-9.more pushing, perineural invasion, lymphovascular 

11. Fais S. Cannibalism: Away to feed on metastatic invasion, bone involvement, sialoadenotropism/ductal 
tumors. Cancer Lett 2007;258:155-64.invasion etc. Similarly, cannibalism could also be a 

significant histopathological prognosticator which will 12. Malorni W, Matarrese P, Tinari A, et al. Xeno-
aid in predicting anaplasia, tumor aggressiveness, cannibalism: a survival "escamotage". Autophagy 
grading and metastatic potential. It has easily 2007; 3: 75-7.
identifiable morphological features under light 

13. Sarode GS, Sarode SC, Karmarkar S. Complex 
microscopy and does not require the use of  any 

cannibalism: an unusual finding in oral squamous 
advanced and expensive molecular techniques. Hence it cell carcinoma. Oral Oncol 2012; 48: e4-6.
is suggested to screen each cancer specimen for 

14. Brouwer M, de Ley L, Feltkamp CA, et al. Serum-identification of  cannibalism to validate its role as a 
dependent "cannibalism" and autodestruction in morphological predictor. Unfortunately, this easily 
cultures of  human small cell carcinoma of  the lung. identi? able and vital marker of  aggressive biological 
Cancer Res 1984; 44: 2947-51behavior has not been widely studied therefore warrants 

15. Klionsky DJ. Cell biology: Regulated self-call for future elaborative studies.
cannibalism. Nature 2004;431:31-2.

16. Sharma N, Dey P. Cell cannibalism and cancer. 
1. Tumuluri V, Thomas GA, Fraser IS. Analysis of  the 

DiagnCytopathol 2011; 39: 229-33.
Ki-67 antigen at the invasive tumour front of  

17. Alfarouk KO, Muddathir AK, Shayoub ME. Tumor human oral squamous cell carcinoma. J Oral Pathol 
acidity as evolutionary spite. Cancers (Basel) 2011; Med 2002;31:598-604.
3: 408-14.

2. Lingen MW. Angiogenesis in the development of  
18. Lessi E, Marino ML, Lozupone F, et al. Tumor head and neck cancer and its inhibition by 

acidity and malignancy: novel aspects in the design chemopreventive agents. Crit Rev Oral Biol Med 
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Abstract

Keywords :

Fixed prosthodontic treatment offers exceptional satisfaction for both patient and dentist. It can transform an 
unhealthy, unattractive dentition with poor function into a comfortable, healthy occlusion capable of  giving years 
of  further service while greatly enhancing esthetics. To achieve such success, however, requires meticulous 
attention to every detail from initial patient interview, through the active treatment phase, to a planned schedule of  
follow up care. Failure to achieve the desired specifications of  design for function and esthetics would result in 
failure of  the prosthesis. Reasons for failures are discussed herewith in totality.

  Fixed partial dentures, biological failure, mechanical failure, esthetic failure
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Introduction

Classification of  Failures In Fixed Partial Dentures

Biologic Failures

B) Localized, such as painful or highly mobile teeth, 
1 speech problems According to the Glossary of  Prosthodontic terms  

3. Dissatification with aesthetics.Fixed prosthodontics  may be defined as "The branch 

of  Prosthodontics concerned with the replacement and 4. Broken teeth and/or restorations.
/or restoration of  teeth  by artificial substitutes that are 

5. Inflammatory swelling.
not readily removed(by patient) from the mouth". The 

6. Bad tasteart and science of  fixed Prosthodontics is predicted on 

accomplishing precise and clinically accurate operative 7. Bad breath (halitosis), having been informed by any 
technique based on biological mechanical and esthetic other persons
principles. Fixed prosthodontic treatment can offer 8. Bleeding gums 
exceptional satisfaction for both patient and dentist. It 

9. Anxiety: 
can transform an unhealthy, unattractive dentition with 

A) Primarily of  dental origin related, for example, poor function into a comfortable, healthy occlusion 
loose teeth or restorations;capable of  giving years of  further service while greatly 

enhancing esthetics. Making correct diagnosis is a  B) Of  psychogenic origin, aggravated by dental 
prerequisite for  formulating an appropriate treatment treatment.
plan.

10. By referral with a symptom-free restorative 
Problem encountered during or following treatment can problem.
often be traced to error and omissions during history 

taking and initial examination. A thorough knowledge 
A system for classifying fixed prosthodontic failures is of  the nature and frequency of  failures, ways to prevent 
important to assess the cause and severity of  failure them and ways to rectify these failures are required for 

2 which can be valuable for patient education and providing successful  fixed prosthesis treatment.
4retreatment planning. Hammerle C.H (1994)  had 

Clinical Presentation of  Failures in Fixed 
classified failures of  fixed partial dentures as :3

Prosthesis
1. Biologic  failures 

The patient with a failed dentition will present with one 
2. Mechanical failuresor more of  the following clinical presentation:

3. Esthetic failures1. Pain, usually affecting the mouth, face and/or 
temporomandibular joints

2.  Inability to function, which can be: Biological failures can be attributable to the 

following: 5 A) Total that is the dentition is unusable

                                   FAILURES IN FIXED PARTIAL DENTURES
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1. Pulpal degeneration (Fig 1): that is inconsistent with natural submarginal tooth 
anatomy. The V-shaped casting/margin discrepancy Iatrogenic damage to the dental pulp results from the 
tends to harbor periodontal pathogens and restricts trauma associated with full crown preparation. In 
adequate plaque removal apical to the "ledge" resulting addition, it has been shown that bacteria and their 
from short margins. Teeth  with occlusal interference byproducts introduced into dental tubuli during tooth 
most commonly present with gingival bleeding, tooth preparation elicit pathological changes in the pulp 
mobility and periodontal pockets.tissues. Among the many essential procedures that may 

cause pulp injury are: 4. Occlusal problems (Fig 2)

a) Tooth preparation: excessive heat generation, over 
preparation with less than 1mm of  remaining 
dentin.

b) Impression making: irritation from the impression 
materials

c) Pulp infection: from microbial infiltration due to 
poor oral health and faulty temporization and 
cementation. 

Fig 2: Occlusal problems

Causes in occlusal problems can be immediate or 
9

delayed

1. Immediate problems which can lead to occlusal 
problems are occlusal interference,  marginal ridges 
at different levels, supra eruption of  the opposing 
tooth and parafunctional habits.

Fig 1 : Pulpal degeneration
2. Delayed problems can manifest as:

6
2.  Periapical lesions : 

a. Wearing of  occlusal surface
This can result from poor and faulty preparation of  

b. Loss of  occlusal contacts
abutment teeth, deep caries or large restorations due to 

c. Perforation of  occlusal surface due to pulpal necrosis. Periapical lesions preferably occurred in 
I. Porcelain Vs. Resinteeth with pronounced loss of  attachment. 

Accumulation of  bacterial plaque on denuded root II. Porcelain Vs. Gold
surfaces is associated with pathological alterations.

d.  Food lodgment due to plunger cusp
7,8

3. Periodontal problems associated with FPDs, :
e.  Fracture of  facing due to defective occlusal contact

A healthy coexistence between dental restorations and 
f.  Periodontal or gingival breakdown due to improper 

their surrounding periodontal structures is the goal of  
occlusal contacts

the dentist. High-speed cutting instruments, retraction, 
g.  Tenderness due to food lodgmentand impression making can cause serious and 
5. Recurrent or new caries development (Fig 3) :  irreversible damage to the attachment complex if  
Caries is a frequently encountered complication often performed without regard to the fragility of  the tissues 
leading to failure of  bridgework.and the small margin for error that exists. Subgingival 

margins have been described as a major factor in 
periodontitis, and may be detrimental to periodontal 
health. Open marginal configurations encourage 
microleakage of  bacteria and their by-products during 
dissolution of  the luting cement. This can cause severe 
effects on the health of  pulpal tissues. An overextended 
restoration can retain periodontal pathogens. The under 
extended/closed restoration margin can potentially 
affect periodontal health in two ways. The under 
extended closed margin results in an emergence profile Fig 3 :  Recurrent Caries 
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Causes of  recurrent caries as highlighted by Smith to repeated stresses over a long period.10  The following 
5 factors influence the risk for fractures caused by .B:

mechanical fatigue1. Failure to identify caries
?Magnitude and frequency of  occlusal loads2. Incomplete removal of  caries 
?Direction of  forces3. Marginal discrepancy with subsequent plaque 
?Dimension and shape of  dentin and restorative accumulation and   microleakage

material4. Subgingival marginal placement in inaccessible 
The mechanical failures that could result are:areas or regions

5,115. Burning of  root dentin or cementum in electro 1. Loss of  Retention:
surgical technique   Failure is usually due to the inadequate post design or 

       (leads to damage or rough surface and causes plaque construction, loss of  retention is not a common cause 
retention) of  failure of  individual crowns. But because of  the 

leverage forces on bridges, one of  the more common 6.    Over contouring of  the cervical thirds of  crowns or 
ways they fail is by one of  the retainers becoming loose bridges prevents the physiologic cleaning by tongue 
from the abutment tooth.or muscles

a. Excessive taper7. Thick cement space at the margins leading to 
cement dissolution. b. Short clinical crowns

8. Narrow embrasures (inaccessibility to maintain c. Mis-fit of  restoration
hygiene) d. Misalignment

9.  Wide connector e.  Lack of  resistance form
10. Poor oral hygiene f. Improper cementation
11. Short castings g. Lack of  adjustment of  occlusion

1212.  Open margins 2. Connector Failure   (fig 4):
13. Over extended margins

14. Gingival recession

Systemic factors leading to new caries development:

1. Xerostomia

2. Due to radiation therapy

3. Drug induced

4. Endocrine disorders

a. Epilepsy (difficult to maintain the oral hygiene)

b. Rheumatoid arthritis

5.  Improper brushing and flossing

6.  Dietary habits Fig 4 : Connector Failure

7.  Failure to understand importance of  oral hygiene. An improperly fabricated connector may fracture under 
functional loading. Failures of  cast and soldered 6. Tooth perforation
connectors have been observed to be generally caused 

Pinholes or pins used in conjunction with pin-retained 
by internal porosity that had weakened the metal.

restorations can be improperly located and may 
Causes :perforate the tooth laterally. Endodontic treatment is 

required when pinholes or pins perforate into the pulp a. Porosity
chamber. b. Improper selection of  connector

c. Thin metal at the connector
Technical failures in connection with fixed d. Incorrect selection of  solder
prosthodontics are as a rule caused by fatigue fractures. 

e. Solder gap - narrow or wideThe tooth, cement, and restorative materials are subject 

 Mechanical Failures
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f. Insufficient metal 3)   Prolonged mixing time

g. Defective occlusal contacts over thin 4)   Thin mix
connectors. 5)   Cement setting prior to seating

103. Fracture of  Post and Core  (fig 5) : 6)   Inadequate isolation

7)   Incomplete removal of  temporary cement

8)   Thick cement space

9)   Insufficient pressure
25. Occlusal Wear and Perforation   (fig 7) :

Fig 5 : Post and core fracture

Teeth restored with posts and cores are among the most 
frequent prosthetic failures. Caries, endodontic 
treatments, and post preparations result in generally 
extensive loss of  tooth structure, and consequently 
endodontically treated teeth are not as able to withstand 
occlusal forces as vital ones. The frequency of  fracture 
of  filling materials used to rebuild vital and non-vital 
abutment teeth mostly depends on the material chosen. 
Posts and cores for root-filled teeth cast in gold show 
low failure rates, but materials such as composites, 
amalgams and glass-ionomer cements exhibit much 
higher frequencies of  fractures.

134. Cementation Failure  (fig 6):

Fig 7 : Occlusal wear

Even with normal attrition, the occlusal surfaces of  
posterior teeth wear down substantially over a life time. 
Heavy chewing forces, clenching or bruxism can 
produce accelerate occlusal wear of  a prosthesis. Rough 
porcelain occlusal surfaces cause wear of  opposing 
natural teeth.

Causes15
Fig 6: Cementation failure

a. Insufficient occlusal reduction
The primary function of  the luting agent is to provide a 

b. Insufficient occlusal materialseal preventing marginal leakage and pulp irritation. The 
luting agent should be used to provide significant c. High points in opposing dentition (plunger 
retentive and resistive forces. Failure in cementation can cusp)
be cohesive and adhesive. Cohesive failure occurs within d. Premature contacts
cementing agent itself  and where as adhesive failure 

e. Contaminated metal
could occur at the cement-natural tooth  interface  

f. Porosity in metal work (subsurface, back and/or cement and the prosthesis.
pressure, suck back)

The success rate of  cementation depends on the skills 
g. Due to improper melting temperatureof  the operator to chose a suitable cementing agent and 

also depends on design of  the tooth preparation. h. Improper pattern position
14

Causes of  cement failure I. Improper sprue (too thin)

1)   Cement selection j. Improper location

2)   Old cement k. Parafunctional habits 
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116. Failure of  Solder Joints  (fig 8) : 1) Pontic space

2) Residual ridge contour

3) Biological consideration

a. Ridge relation

b. Dental plaque

c. Gingival surface of  pontic (Contact with 
mucosa)

i. Mucosal contact

ii. Non mucosal contact

4) Pontic ridge relationship

5) Pontic material

6) Biocompatibility

7) Occlusal forcesFig.8 : Soldered joint failure

8) Metal substructure supportSoldered joints are inferior connectors between bridge 

elements compared with cast parts. A properly planned, 5. Casting Failure :
designed and manufactured soldering does not An unsuccessful casting results in considerable trouble 
necessarily represent a locus minoris resistentiae (weak and loss of  time. In almost all instances defects in 
spot) compared with a cast connector. These joints castings can be avoided by strict observance of  
should not be planned in an area subjected to maximal procedures governed by certain fundamental rules and 
stress, such as at the connector of  an abutment facing principles. The casting must be a highly accurate 
away from cantilever extensions. Occasionally a solder reproduction of  the wax pattern in both surface details 
joint that appears to be sound fails under occlusal and overall dimension. Small variations in investing or 
loading. casting can significantly affect the quality of  the final 

restoration. Successful castings depend on attention to This may be due to :
detail and consistency of  technique.

?A flaw of  inclusion in the solder itself
According to Anusavice20 casting defects are 

?Failure to bond to the surface of  the metal
classified as :

?The solder joint not being sufficiently large for 1) Distortion  
the conditions in which it is placed.

2) Surface roughness and irregularities 
11,167. Abutment Failure : 3) Porosity

Technical failures occur more frequently in FPDs with 4) Incomplete  or missing detail

at least 1 cantilever extension pontic, with the rate of  

failure increasing as the length of  the cantilever span 

increases. Fracture of  an FPD abutment adjacent to a 

cantilever has been reported to occur twice as frequently 

as fracture of  an abutment not adjacent to a cantilever. 

Severe periodontal disease localized to the either side of  

abutment tooth, torquing force is created on the other 

abutment that may result in cement failure or fracture of  Fig.9 : Esthetic failures
the abutment. Fracture of  the root of  a key abutment One of  the goals of  any dental restoration should be 
can result in failure of  the prosthesis and may be related patient satisfaction. The restoration should fulfill the 
to the presence of  a post in the root. requirements of  correct mastication function, 
8. Pontic Failure: appropriate morphology, superficial staining, abrasion 

and other characterization. Finally the shade selected Pontic construction has to ensure proper function, 
must correspond to the individual, age related cosmetics and sanitation to be reasonably comfortable 
appearance of  the patient and should be identical to the to the oral tissues. The  selection of  pontic is important 
remaining teeth.as it has to consider collectively all the factors. 
Failures of  esthetic errors according to Lombardi .R21 Factors affecting selection and failure of  

17,18,19 can be classified as:pontics

Esthetic Failures (fig 9)
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A. Inharmonious dento-facial ratio requirements of  correct mastication function, 
appropriate morphology, superficial staining, abrasion All of  the elements in a subject being perceived are 
and other characterization. Finally, the shade selected instantly judged according to their relationships to each 
must correspond to the individual, age related other. If  these elements are in harmony then they are in 
appearance of  the patient and should be identical to the proportion to each other. They may be described as 
remaining natural teeth. Problems that arise during having a 1: 1 ratio. If  one or more of  the elements 
fabrication can be overcome in spite of  the difficulty contrast strongly with the others, the contrasting 
level, which varies from case to case and depends in part elements are out of  proportion. Their ratio is altered 
on whether the restoration involves a  single crown or a from an ideal 1:1 ratio to a ratio that is inharmonious. 
fixed partial denture. The following factors affect Errors in dental esthetics arise when the dental 
esthetic failures:composition is inharmonious with the other facial 

1. Tooth shapefeatures.
2. Surface structure and characterizations1. Shade disharmony 
3. Colour2. Compositional incompatibility
4. Gingival estheticsa) Static prosthesis in dynamic mouth 
5. Esthetic smileb) Inharmonies strength or weakness of  dental 

composition Shade selection failures
compared to background features. Shade selection is an important procedure to provide 
i) Weak mouth with strong face patients with an aesthetic restoration that harmoniously 
ii) Strong mouth with weak face blends to the patient's existing dentition. Knowledge of  

B. Intrinsic dental disharmony the scientific basis of  color from understanding light to 
These errors made in space allocation lend strength or also interpreting the artistic aspects of  shade selection 
weakness to the mouth and contribute to compositional ensures a successful result. Shade selection involves the 

26incompatibility. perception of  color, which depends on these entities:

1. Light1. Space allocation errors
a) Inadequate vertical space allocation 2. Object
b) Excessive vertical allocation 3. Visual detection
c) Excessive horizontal allocation 4. Contrast effect

2. Structural line errors Reasons for esthetic failures can be summarized as 
22a) Elevated occlusal plane following:

b) Occlusal plane drops down
ØFailure to identify patient expectations 

c) Asymmetrical occlusal plane
regarding esthetics

3.  Unnatural lines
ØImproper shade selection

a) Reverse smiling line 
ØFailure to transfer the shade to dental laboratoryb) Unnatural axial inclination

c) Cusp less posterior teeth ØExcessive metal thickness at incisal and cervical 
d) Gradation errors region
e) Age -sex personality disharmony ØThick opaque layer application

4. Single line errors ØSurface blistering ("chalky" appearance)
a) Vertical deviation

ØOver glazing or too much smooth surface
b) Horizontal deviation

ØMetal exposure in connector, cervical and c) Line conflict
incisal regions

5. Imbalance
ØDark space in cervical third due to improper a) Midline error 

pontic selection (Anteriors)b) Imbalance of  direction
ØFailure to produce incisal and proximal c) Artifact error

translucencyd) Diastemma error
22,23,24,25 ØImproper contouringFactors affecting esthetic failures : 

ØFailure to harmonize contra-lateral tooth One of  the goals of  any dental restoration should be 
morphologypatient satisfaction. The restoration should fulfill the 
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Abstract

Glucocorticoids are important in the treatment of  many inflammatory, allergic, immunologic and malignant 
disorders. The increasing use of  glucocorticoid therapy has increased the prevalence of  significant iatrogenic 
adverse effects. They can cause adverse systemic side effects ranging from Cushing's syndrome during treatment, 
to hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis suppression and clinically significant adrenal insufficiency when the agents 
are discontinued. In the field of  oral medicine, of  most concern are local adverse effects and clinical adrenal 
insufficiency after the therapy withdrawal.While the type, dose and duration of  treatment provide a rough guide to 
the probability of  adverse side effects, there is considerable inter-individual variability in this regard.

This review aims to highlight unwanted oral changes seen in patients on glucocorticoid therapy and guidelines for 
dental management of  individual therapeutic doses of  this group of  drugs.
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Introduction

Physiology And Pharmacological Actions

c) Postoperative for their anti-inflammatory 

property. For e.g. surgical extraction of  Corticosteroids are the synthetic analogues of  the 
impacted third molar, etc.natural steroid hormones produced by the adrenal 

In the oral cavity, they are used topically as mouthwash cortex. They have been used by the medical profession 
or oral paste/paint, intra-lesionally and systemically.primarily for their anti-inflammatory and immuno-

suppressive action by the medical profession for over 5 Oral healthcare providers often encounter patients 
decades. Hench, in 1949 was the first to report on the who are on systemic glucocorticoid therapy for 
beneficial effects of  ACTH and cortisone. They also medical conditions. On occasion oral physicians 

also resort to topical/systemic corticosteroid have glucocorticoid and/or mineralocorticoid 
therapy for  suppression/ alteration of  properties like natural hormones. Mineralocorticoids 
symptoms/lesions in the oral cavity. In view of  primarily regulate electrolyte and water balance, whereas 
these challenging clinical situations often faced by glucocorticoids are involved in carbohydrate, fat and 
the dental surgeon a thorough evidence based protein metabolism, have anti- inflammatory, 
approach in patient care is essential. This article is immunosuppress ive,  ant i -pro l i fera t ive  and 
aimed as a brief  yet comprehensive review on the  1vasoconstrictive effects.
oral implication of  steroid use and the guidelines 

Corticosteroids are used extensively for medical for management during dental treatment of  
conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, bronchial patients for their oral problems. 
asthma, SLE, in organ transplant cases to avoid 

rejection, skin diseases, etc. Other medical uses include:
The adrenal gland normally produces about 24-30 mg 

a) Lifesaving drugs in anaphylactic reactions. of  cortisol each day, but may produce up to 300 mg of  
2

b) To prevent an adrenal crisis when there is a cortisol during times of  extreme stress.   Central control 
over stress-related homeostatic mechanisms is exercised decreased natural production of  the steroid 
by the hypothalamus and the brain stem, and the major hormones (in individuals who are on long 
effectors of  the adaptive stress response are the term steroids).

ORAL IMPLICATIONS OF GLUCOCORTICOID THERAPY
- AN EVIDENCE BASED REVIEW
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hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. This d) Perioral dermatitis 
response is characterized by hypothalamic release of  e) Decreased bone mineral density.
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH). When CRH 

Oropharyngeal candidiasis is the most common adverse binds to receptors on the anterior pituitary gland, 
effect of  corticosteroid therapy that has a reported adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) is released. 

2incidence of  0 to 70% in inhaled corticosteroid therapy.  ACTH binds to receptors on the adrenal cortex and 
Candidiasis is often described as the "disease of  the stimulates adrenal release of  cortisol. Once a 
diseased" is an opportunistic infection seen mainly in physiologic set point of  cortisol is reached, CRH and 
the immunocompromised host. This side effect is may ACTH secretion are decreased via cortisol-negative 

2,3 be due to decreased local immunity or to an increase in feedback. Medical use of  corticosteroids involves 
salivary glucose levels, which stimulates C albicans short-term therapy or long term therapy. Suppression 
growth. Acute pseudomembranous candidiasis (oral of  the HPA axis is significant and profound in case of  
thrush) is seen mostly because of  fungal overgrowth in long term use even in small dose. However, large doses 

8, 9
an area of  localized immunosuppression.  Asthmatic over short periods may not have the same unwanted 
patients often developcandidiasis in the tongue, effect. 
oropharyngeal and palatal region. These are the areas Corticosteroids (Cs) are used fundamentally as 
where the steroid inhalants must have come in contact replacement therapy in patients with adrenal gland 
with the oral mucosa. Though topical glucocorticoids insufficiency, as immune-suppressive therapy and as 
are well tolerated, secondary candidiasis is seen in anti-inflammatory agents. Steroids are used in 
patients on topical steroids therapy for oral mucosal conditions such as lichen planus, oral submucous 
lesions such as lichen planus, OSMF. In the treatment of  fibrosis, aphthous stomatitis, erythema multiforme, etc. 
OSMF, intralesional injection of  steroids causes local Some studies have documented the use of  steroids in 
atrophic changes of  buccal mucosa and may further trismus, mucocele, post-operative neuralgia, 

 5, 6, 7 depress cell mediated immunity of  local tissues. OSMF temporomandibular joint disorders, and Bell's palsy.
has atrophic epithelium and decreased vascularity in the 

Glucocorticoids are formulated as oral, intravenous, 
subepithelial connective tissue. These changes along 

inhaled, nasal, topical, and intra-articular preparations. 
with local histological and immunological changes 

Regardless of  the route of  administration, they can 
induced by steroids may predispose to candida cause systemic adverse effects if  absorbed into the 

10infection.  Betamethasone at doses of  less than 5 circulation. The adverse effects of  steroid use, including 
mg/day seemed to precipitate oral hairy leukoplakia in those on the oral cavity, have been well documented. 
otherwise immunocompetent patient. This is a relatively Despite their many beneficial effects, there are 
low dose of  corticosteroids compared with doses used detrimental effects also that sometimes become life 
in organ transplant patients and would not cause threatening. Systemic effects include immune 

11immunosuppression.  Most candidal infections are suppression, hypertension, Cushing syndrome, growth 
treatable and results in minimal complications such as suppression, increased intraocular pressure, cataracts, 
redness, itching and discomfort or pain, whereas hyperglycemia, osteoporosis, myopathy, peptic ulcer, 
complications can be severe or fatal if  left untreated edema etc. Central nervous system side effects include 
which is mainly seen in severely immunocompromised psychosis, euphoria, sleeplessness and restlessness. 
individuals.They may also predispose to infections, acne, hirsutism, 

weight gain, poor wound healing, thinning of  the skin Inhalation corticosteroid therapy also sometimes causes 
7and amenorrhea. perioral dermatitis which is thought to be due to direct 

local effect on the facial skin. There is evidence that 
budesonide may have an effect on collagen synthesis in The adverse effects of  corticosteroid therapy on oral 

12
skin.tissues and structure may occur on their systemic 
Corticosteroids effect electrolyte and water balance. and/or oral use. Their adverse effects depend on the 
They stimulates reabsorption of  potassium, calcium dose and duration of  corticosteroid therapy and not so 
and hydrogen ion. Long term use of  corticosteroids much on the type of  steroid being used. Some of  the 
significantly decreases calcium absorption and increases well documented oral adverse effects include:
bone loss and fracture rates.13 Bone loss is one of  the a) Oropharyngeal candidiasis.
most common and debilitating side effects associated 

b) Periodontal infection. with prolonged high-dose glucocorticoid therapy which 
c) Dental caries is induced in a biphasic mode with a rapid initial phase 

Adverse Oral Effects
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of  approximately 10-15% during the first few months and in asthmatic children is tongue hypertrophy. It is 
and slower phase of  approximately 2-5% annually. It is thought to be due to a direct effect of  the inhalation 
related to both dose and duration of  corticosteroid corticosteroid therapy causing tongue muscle 
therapy and occurs more rapidly in trabecular bone than hypertrophy and local fat accumulation. The condition 

9in cortical bone. Demineralization of  the bone by long- resolves after cessation of  the steroid treatment.
term corticosteroid treatment was stated to be mainly 
due to the reduced intestinal absorption of  calcium. 
Decrease in the bone mineral density may lead to the 

Patients with primary adrenal insufficiency (Addison's resorption of  tooth-supporting alveolar bone. The 
disease) lack tor are deficient of  the endogenous steroid decreased bone mineral density of  the jaws may be 
hormones and require daily steroid therapy (usually particularly important as they are exposed to constant 

7 hydrocortisone and fludrocortisone) to replace masticatory forces.  Impaired bone density of  the jaws 
them.Secondary adrenal insufficiency results from may be a risk factor for tooth loss. Klemetti et al. have 
hypothalamic or pituitary disease or the treatment of  stated that individuals with high skeletal bone mineral 
these diseases or from the chronic administration of  density appear to retain their teeth with deep 
exogenous corticosteroids, which results in inhibition periodontal pockets, as opposed to those with low bone 

14 of  the feedback loop between the pituitary and adrenal mineral density. Komerik et al. has stated that patients 
glands.As a result, the pituitary gland fails to produce with low bone mineral density in various sites of  the 
enough adrenocorticotropin. Thesepatients are unable body skeleton had less teeth compared with the normal 
to adapt physiologically to stress and may need population.15 The prevention and treatment of  
supplemental steroid therapy when having dental glucocorticoid-induced bone loss include decreasing 

21
procedures, to prevent adrenal crisis.the dose of  glucocorticoid, calcium and vitamin D 

supplementation, and pharmacologic therapy to The object ive of  treat ing a pat ient with 
prevent further bone loss. adrecorticotropin deficiency is to develop and 

implement timely precautionary and therapeutic Kallali B et al (2011)stated that long-term use of  
strategies compatible with patient's physical and corticosteroids can result in oral changes like 

22, 23oropharyngeal candidiasis, periodontitis and bony emotional competence to undergo dental care.
16changes in trabecular pattern of  jaw bones.  The Patient assessment

patients on long term corticosteroid therapy exhibited 
Medical history- Addison disease should be considered 

significantly greater clinical attachment loss (CAL) and 
in patients with a history of  autoimmune adrenal 

probing pocket depth (PPD) when compared to healthy 
insufficiency, autoimmune thyroid disease, type 1 and 17

controls which is due to lowered bone mineral density.
type 2 diabetes mellitus, pituitary abnormalities, 

Wogelius P (2004) reported an increased relative risk of  tubercu los i s  and  HIV infec t ion ,  chron ic  
caries in the permanent teeth of  children who received mucocutaneous candidiasis, and HPA-axis suppression 
inhaled corticosteroids for asthma between 5 and 7 following the administration of  "supraphysiologic" 

18 20 years. Asthmatic patients who were taking a doses of  glucocorticoids for prolonged periods.  Most 
combination therapy using anti-asthmatic 2-agonist cases of  Cushing syndrome are secondary to the 
inhalers combined with corticosteroids (combination 2) chronic use of  "therapeutic" doses of  glucocorticoids 
had the lowest levels of  salivary flow rate and buffering prescribed or administered for the management of  a 
capacity as well as the highest levels of  streptococcus variety of  allergic, inflammatory, and autoimmune 

19mutansand lactobacilli. O'Sullivan et al in their study diseases; therapeutic immunosuppression in organ 
demonstrated that certain types of  inhalers, particularly transplant patients; allergic rhinitis and asthma; and 
inhalers with drug in the form of  a powder (Dry Powder certain neoplastic diseases.
Inhalers DPI) having a pH lower than the critical value 

The history should also seek to determine the patient's 
of  pH at which dissolution of  the hydroxyapatite of  the 

functional capacity. This is particularly important when 
enamel starts, which increases the risk of  erosion. 20 

treating patients with adrenal dysfunction since 
Improper way of  using the inhaler further potentiates 

physiologic stressors (physica l ,  metabol ic,  
the cariogenic effect.Dental caries being a disease with 

psychological) can destabilize the adaptive stress 
multifactorial etiology, is seen in higher incidence in 

response. Functional capacity is a measure of  an 
individuals taking asthmatic medication.

individual's ability to perform a spectrum of  common 
A rarely reported problem in infants treated with daily tasks (physical stressors), which is expressed in 

22nebulized budesonide for bronchopulmonary dysplasia terms of  metabolic equivalents (METs).

D e n t a l  M a n a g e m e n t  O f  Pa t i e n t s  O n  

Glucocorticosteroid Therapy
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Physical examination- Signs and symptoms such as Patients with adrenal insufficiency can undergo routine, 
nonsurgical dental treatment without the need for nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, muscle weakness, 
supplemental glucocorticoids. This conclusion is weight loss, anorexia, hyperpigmentation of  
supported by the fact that routine, nonsurgical dental sunexposed areas, vitiligo, longitudinal nail striations, 
procedures do not stimulate cortisol production.lethargy, and altered mentation may suggest 

hypoadrenocorticism.Truncal obesity, "buffalo hump," Minor surgical stress. For simple dental extraction, 
moon facies, acne, easy bruising, stunted linear growth, minor periodontal procedure, biopsy, etc. the 
peripheral edema, and increased arousal and anxiety glucocorticoid target is about 25 mg of  hydrocortisone 
may reflect hyperadrenocorticism. equivalent on the day of  surgery. For example, an 

asthmatic patient who takes 5 mg of  prednisone every Cortisol acts on catecholamines and angiotensin II to 
other day should receive 5 mg of  prednisone before maintain cardiac contractility, vascular tone and blood 
surgery. pressure. Acute adrenal insufficiency is marked by 

hypotension, and blood pressure less than 90\50 Moderate surgical stress. For multiple extractions, 
m m H g  i s  a  r e l i a b l e  s i g n  o f  s h o c k .  quadrant periodontal surgery, extractions of  bony 
Hyperadrenocorticismcauses hypokalemia and impaction, osseous surgery, etc. the glucocorticoid 
hypernatremia that leads to hypertension, blood target is about 50 to 75 mg per day of  hydrocortisone 
pressure more than 180/110 mm Hg represents a equivalent for up to one to two days. For example, a 
hypertensive crisis. An "at rest" pulse rate below 60 or patient with systemic lupus erythematosus who takes 10 
above 100 beats/min in adults, if  symptomatic mg of  prednisone daily should receive 10 mg of  

prednisone (or parenteral equivalent) before surgery (sweating, weakness, dyspnea, and/or chest pain), 
and 50 mg of  hydrocortisone intravenously during should be considered a cardiac risk in association with 
surgery. On the first postoperative day, 20 mg of  non-cardiac procedures. Respiratory rates less than 10 
hydrocortisone is administered intravenously every or greater than 20 breaths per minute may indicate 
eight hours (that is, 60 mg per day). The patient returns respiratory distress.
to his or her preoperative glucocorticoid dosage on Treatment guidelines
postoperative day 2.

The dose of  supplemental steroid is based on factors 
Major surgical stress. For procedures like bone that influence cortisol demand such as, stress for e.g. 
resections, cancer surgery, surgeries involving general surgery and general anesthesia use.
anesthesia, etc, the glucocorticoid target is 100 to 150 

Surgical procedures are known to cause increased mg per day of  hydrocortisone equivalent for two to 
plasma corticosteroid levels during and after procedure, three days. For example, a patient with Crohn's disease 
with plasma cortisol levels reaching their peak (twofold who has taken 40 mg of  prednisone daily for several 
to 10-fold above baseline) between four and 10 hours years should receive his or her usual 40 mg of  
after surgery. prednisone (or the parenteral equivalent) before surgery 
General anesthesia in corticosteroid-treated patients (within two hours) and 50 mg of  hydrocortisone 
significantly depresses the plasma cortisol response to intravenously every eight hours after the initial dose for 
surgery compared with that in patients who have not the first 48 to 72 hours after surgery. In comparison, a 
received corticosteroid drugs. patient who takes 5 mg of  prednisone daily and is 

undergoing a similar major operation should receive 5 Salem and colleagues suggested to replace 
mg of  prednisone (or the parenteral equivalent) as a glucocorticoids only in an amount equivalent to the 
preoperative dose, with 25 mg of  hydrocortisone normal physiological response to surgical stress, 
administered intraoperatively and 25 mg administered and that the risk of  an adverse outcome depends on 
within the first eight hours the duration and severity of  the surgery, the 

preoperative glucocorticoid dose and the overall 
24health of  the patient. After surgery. The clinician should prescribe 

hydrocortisone (25 mg) every eight hours for the next 48 Kehlet and Binder estimated that an average adult 
hours.secretes 75 to 150 mg a day in response to major surgery, 

25
and 50 mg a day during minor procedures. Adrenal Insufficiency.

Based on these findings, Salem and colleagues made üDefine the risk of  adrenal insufficiency through 
following recommendations which was later medical history and clinical examination. An 

26reconsidered by Miller et al. increased risk of  adrenal insufficiency exists when 

Dental Management Guidelines for Patients with
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there is a history of  tuberculosis or human 
immunodeficiency virus infection, since A thorough knowledge on the uses and adverse effects 
opportunistic infectious agents can attack the of  corticosteroids is imperative for the dental surgeon. 
adrenal glands. Patients on steroid therapy (for medical ailments) must 

be identified by a careful and detailed medical history üEnsure that patients with adrenal insufficiency take 
before instituting dental treatment. Oral surgical their usualglucocorticoid dose before a stressful 
procedures need to be scheduled appropriately and surgical procedure.
steps to prevent secondary infection cannot be over- 

üSchedule surgery in the morning, when cortisol 
emphasized. In certain clinical situations, an additional 

levels usually are highest.
supplementary dose is necessarily administered to 

üProvide proper stress reduction, since anxiety can prevent adrenal crisis.
increase cortisol demand.

üMinor surgeries require minimal steroid coverage. 1. Liu D, Ahmet A, Ward L, Krishnamoorthy P, 
The patient's usual daily dose typically is sufficient.

Mandelcorn ED, Leigh R, Brown JP, Cohen A, Kim 
üMajor surgeries and those lasting more than one H. A practical guide to the monitoring and 

hour orinvolving general anesthesia should be management of  the complications of  systemic 
pe r fo r med  i n  a  ho sp i t a lw i th  s t e ro id  corticosteroid therapy. Allergy, asthma & clinical 
supplementation. immunology. 2013 Aug 15;9(1):1.

üUse of  nitrous oxide-oxygen or intravenous or oral 2. Arthur CG, John EH. The adrenocortical 
benzodiazepine sedationis helpful, since plasma hormones. Ch.77. In: Arthur CG, John EH, editors. 
cortisol levels are notreduced by these agents. Textbook of  medical physiology.9th edition. 

Philadelphia: Saunders; 1998.üAvoid general anesthesia for outpatient procedures, 
since itincreases glucocorticoid demand.Avoid the 3. Baid SK, Nieman LK. Therapeutic doses of  
use ofbarbiturates, since these drugs increase the glucocorticoids: implications for oral medicine. 
metabolism of  cortisol and reduce blood levels of  Oral diseases. 2006 Sep 1;12(5):436-42.
cortisol.

4. Groeneweg FL, Karst H, de Kloet ER, Joëls M. 
üDiscontinue drug therapy that decreases cortisol Rapid non-genomic effects of  corticosteroids and 

levels (for example, ketoconazole) at least 24 hours their role in the central stress response. Journal of  
before surgery, with the consent of  the patient's endocrinology. 2011 May 1;209(2):153-67.
physician.

5. Mayank KC, Vinay VR. Steroids and Oral Health. 
üProvide adequate pain control during the operative 

Journal of  International Oral Health. 2009 Dec 
and postoperative phases of  care. Clinicians should 

1;1(1).
ensure good postoperative pain control by 

6. Pedersen A, Klausen B. Glucocorticosteroids and administering long-acting localanesthetics (for 
oral medicine. Journal of  Oral Pathology & example, bupivicaine) at the end of  the procedure 
Medicine. 1984 Feb 1;13(1):1-5.as well as regular analgesic dosing.

7. Beeraka SS, Natarajan K, Patil R, Manne RK, Prathi üBlood and other fluid volume loss, as well as the use 
VS. Clinical and radiological assessment of  effects of  anticoagulantscan exacerbate hypotension and 
of  long-term corticosteroid therapy on oral health. increase the risk ofadrenal insufficiency-like 
Dental research journal. 2013 Nov 24;10(5).symptoms. Thus, methods to reduceblood loss 

should be used. 8. John P, Jayasree VM. Oropharyngeal Candidiasis 
Associated with Use of  Steroid Inhaler in a Chronic üMonitor blood pressure throughout the procedure 
Asthmatic Patient: Case Report. International and before thepatient leaves the dental office. 
Journal of  Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology. 2013 Patients whose blood pressure isat or below 100/60 
Sep 30;4(3):40-3.mil l imeters of  mercury should receive 

f lu idreplacement (5 percent dextrose) ,  9. Roland NJ, Bhalla RK, Earis J. The local side effects 
vasopressors or, if  needed,glucocorticoids. of  inhaled corticosteroids: current understanding 

and review of  the literature. CHEST Journal. 2004 üRecognize the signs of  hypotension, hypoglycemia 
Jul 1;126(1):213-9.and hypovolemiaand take corrective action quickly.

Conclusion
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Abstract

Authors

Literature search is an important part of  research. Thorough search of  available literature is basic foundation on 
which a scientific article is based. Various sources of  literature search are available. A sound knowledge of  sources 
to search literature is important in conducting literature review for both original research as well as reviews. An 
exhaustive listing of  various sources of  literature search along with websites of  electronic databases is presented in 
the present paper.
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Introduction primary research data is not available or if  researchers 

want external opinions on the primary research.A literature review is a presentation of  what has been 

already concluded or published on a particular topic by Eg.- Sharma A, Jain M, Arora K. A systematic review on 
researchers. Literature review is defined as a broad, role of  technology in contemporary dental practice. 
comprehensive, in depth, systematic and critical review Dental Lamina 2015; 3(1): 24-30.
of  scholarly publication, unpublished printed or audio 

1
visual materials and personal communications.  Other 

than improving the knowledge of  author about the 

topic, writing a literature review helps to indicate a way 

forward for further research and prevent duplication of  

effort. Literature review would be broadly classified into 

Traditional or Narrative Literature Review, Systemic 

Literature Review, Meta-Analysis and Meta-Synthesis. 

Two sources can contribute to literature review- primary 

and secondary.

Primary Sources

Primary sources are research articles published by 

original researchers. A primary source is written by the Figure 1 : Sources of  literature search
developer of  the research. Most primary sources are 

The main sources from where literature can be searched 
found in published literature. A credible literature 

are as follows (Fig. 1):
2

review reflects the use of  mainly primary sources . 
1. Electronic sources : Computer-assisted literature 

Eg. Jain M, Sharma A, Jain V, Virjee K, Singh S.  search is an important source of  literature for literature 
Knowledge and attitude about leprosy among Indian search. Web based literature search may be very useful, 
dental students in Faridabad. Journal of  Clinical and but, time consuming and unpredictable because there 
Diagnostic Research 2016; 10 (3 ): ZC48 - ZC52. are many websites and web pages that can lead to 
Secondary Sources information overload and confusion. However, 

currently it is one of  the most important sources of  Secondary research documents are studies based on the 
literature searches.original researches that use the data and results of  the 

original research. The secondary researches are General literature search can be conducted through 
comments and summaries of  multiple research studies various search engines. Scientific healthcare literature 
on one topic, e.g. systemic reviews, meta-analysis, meta- may be located at several available database sources. It is 

appropriate to define the database and to indicate how it synthesis, etc. Secondary research may be used when 

SOURCES FOR LITERATURE SEARCH 
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is different from search engine, for example, Google is a ?PubMed Centra l  (h t tp ://www.pubme 
3 dcentral.nih.gov/): Pubmed Central (PMC) is a free search engine and MEDLINE is a database .

full-text archive of  biomedical and life sciences A search engine is a collection of  software programmes 
journal literature of  United States National that collect information from web, index it and put it in a 
Institutes of  Health, which is primarily developed format that is accessible visually on screen at an on-site 
to take the lead in preserving & maintaining, library or in downloadable, readable written format. In 
unrestricted access to the electronic literature. contrast, a database is an organized body of  related 

information arranged for speed of  access and retrieval. ?ERIC : The ERIC database is the largest source of  
In other words, a database is a storage location like a education information. A free search may be 
library, where information is stored, catalogued, carried out at http://www.eric.ed.gov.
maintained, and uploaded systematically. The two main ?PsycINFO : The PsycINFO database belongs to 
types of  database are available, i.e. bibliographic and American Psychological Association, and covers 
full-text database. Bibliographic database gives only literature from psychological or related disciplines. 
direction on where to find the information, whereas It may be searched at http://wwwpsychinfo.com.
full-text database contains the information itself  (full 

?BioMed Central (http://www.biomedcentral. research articles in downloadable format). However, the 
com/): It is free open access of  more than 250 peer-most useful and relevant databases of  biomedical 
reviewed journals in fields of  medical, health and sciences and health are as follows:
biomedical research, which is developed by BioMed 

?  Health center and all the original research articles 
care-related literature can be searched from this published by this organization are made freely 
source, available at http://www.cochrane.org. available as soon as they are published.    

?P u b M e d  ( h t t p : / / w w w. n c b i . n l m . n i h .  ?World Cat (http://www.worldcat.org/): It is free 
gov/pubmed/) : This is free online search engine, database of  the more than 10,000 libraries, which 
which is produced by the United States National facilitates the investigators to identify and locate the 
Library of  Medicine, which primarily provides the books, research reports, journal articles, synopsis, 
free access to the abstracts and selected full-articles thesis and websites. 
of  biomedical sciences and health.

?TOXNET (Toxicology Literature Online) 
?MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and (ht tp ://toxnet .n lm.n ih .g ov/cgi -b in/s is/  

Retrieval System Online): It is a US National htmlgen?TOXLINE):  It is a free bibliographic 
Library of  Medicine's database. It includes the database, which is archived by the United States 
bibliographic database of  academic research article National Library of  Medicine with references to 
from the various health related fields. It is freely literature on toxicological, pharmacological, 
accessible on the Internet via the PubMed biochemical and physiological effects of  drugs and 
(www.pubmed.com or http://www.ncbi.nlm. other chemicals. 
nih.gov/pubmed) and new citations are added 

?TestLink (http://www.ets.org/test_link/): It is every week. 
free collection of  standardized tests and research 

?MEDLINE Plus (http://www.medlineplus. tool/ instruments worldwide mainly from United 
gov/): It is a free electronic database, which has a States, Canada, Great Britain, and Australia. It has 
large amount of  research database from the United archiving of  about ore then 20,0000 tests, research 
States National Institutes of  Health and other valid instruments and other measurement devices. 
health related sources. 

?African Index Medicus (http://indexmedicus. 
?"WHO Countries: country-by-country links to afro.who.int/) : It is a free online database of  

health data (http://www.who.int/countries/en/): African biomedical information and health 
It is free database, which is popularly known as literature produced by the WHO to promote the 
WHOSIS (WHO Statistical Information System). global exposure to untapped information in books, 
It provides the most comprehensive, recent and reports and research studies the African countries. 
updated data related to health and health indicators 

?Bioline International (http://www.bioline. of  about 193 WHO member states including the 
org.br/):  It is a free database of  peer-reviewed India. This database obtains the data of  particular 
biomedical sciences journals published in country likes to Health Ministries and Central 
developing countries, which is has open access.Statistics Offices. 

Cochrane database of  system reviews :
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? ?British Nursing Index: The British Nursing 
R e h a b i l i t a t i o n  R e s e a r c h  ( h t t p : /  Index (BNI) is a leading UK nursing database 
/cirrie.buffalo.edu/search/): This free source providing bibliographic references to journal 
database provides the more then 150,0000 citations articles from all the major British nursing and 
of  rehabilitation research published 1990 onwards; midwifery journals, as well as a selection of  
however, it does not include the research of  United English-language international journals. It is 
States.   available from Royal College of  Nursing Library e-

library database: www.rcn.org.uk/elibrary.?Heal th  Evidence  (h t tp ://www.hea l th  
evidence.org/search-login.aspx): It is a free online ?Registry of  Nursing Research : Sigma Theta Tau 
database developed by McMaster University, International Honor Society of  Nursing makes this 
Australia, which provides the database of  systemic database available through its Virginia Henderson 
reviews on public health. International Nursing Library. Access to this 

database has been redesigned and made easier for ?National Center for Complementary and 
users to obtain evidence and scientific findings Alternative Medicine (http://nccam.nih.gov/):  
from more than 2200 research articles and This a database of  scientific research of  
conference abstracts. The research abstracts are complementary and alternative medicine 
searched via key words, author, and title of  the developed by the National Center for 
research study. Free access to this database may be Complementary and Alternative Medicine 
found at http://www.nursinglibrary.org.(NCCAM), US.  

?Other online databases : Many other online ?Networked Digital Library of  Theses & 
databases can be searched for free by healthcare Dissertations (http://www.ndltd.org/): It is free 
professionals from the following :database of  full-text theses and dissertations from 

many universities worldwide.  ?http://www.child.nih.gov (combined health 
information database)?PEDro(Physiotherapy Evidence Database)[http:/ 

/www.pedro.org.au/]: It is free database of  more ?http://www.toxinet.nlm.nih.gov (toxicology 
than 18,000 research studies in field of  database network)
physiotherapy. It made available the abstracts as ?http://www.aidsinfo.nih.gov (HIV/AIDS 
well as full text articles. information)

?P L O S  M e d i c i n e  ( h t t p : / / m e d i c i n e .  ?http://www.hazmap.nlm.nih.gov (information 
plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=index- on hazardous agents)
html&issn=1549-1676): The Public Library of  

2. Printed sources : Printed sources are also used for 
Science is an open access venue of  peer-reviewed 

literature review. Printed research summary may be 
research studies of  medicine and health.   

located from published abstracts, such as, Masters 
?POPLINE (http://www.popline.org/): It is the Abstract International, Psychological Abstracts, 

world's largest free database consisting over Dissertation Abstract International, Medical Research 
300,000 research articles on reproductive health.   Abstract, etc. References of  the other printed sources 

may be located through indices, such as Index Medicus, ?PQDT Open (http://pqdtopen.proquest.com/): 
abridged index medicus, index medicus chronology, It is a free database of  full text open access the 
index medicus for the eastern Mediterranean region theses and dissertations of  postgraduate and 
(IMEMR), and Index medicus of  the South-East Asian doctoral level work.  
Region (IMSEAR) etc. Following are the main printed ?REHABDATA  (h t tp ://www.na r i c . com 
sources that can be used to review the relevant literature:/research/rehab/): It is free database of  more than 
?Journals : Various national and international 65,000 research abstracts on rehabilitation and 

journals can be used to review the research-related disability.  
literature. The published journal articles are ?CINAHL (Cumulative Index to Nursing and 
available in the form of  hard or soft PDF copy.  Allied Health Literature):Accessible at 

?Research reports : There are national scientific http://www.cinahl.com, it contains citations of  
bodies/ organizations, which funds the research nursing literature published after 1988. Even full-
projects such as Indian Council of  Medical text articles are available on CINAHL Plus, a paid 
Research (ICMR), Department of  Science and web page.

CIRRIE Database  of  Inter nat ional  
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Technology (DST) etc.; where on completion of  an ?Encyclopaedias and dictionaries : Some of  the 
historical information, definitions and concepts extramural research project the research report is 
may be referred from them.  submitted by the principal investigator. Those 

reports may serve as a good source of  literature ?Books : Books are primarily written from the 
review.   knowledge gathered from the life experiences or 

previously published literature in journals, ?  It is 
periodicals and books etc. Therefore, sometimes 

observed that many of  the postgraduate and 
they may be a good source for the literature review.      

doctoral theses are not published by the 
researchers; however they may be good source of  
literature review.  1. An original qualitative study on patient experiences 

in the ICU: Sharma SK (2005). Feeling safe: the 
?Magazines and newspapers : The magazines and 

psychosocial needs of  ICU patients. Indian Journal 
newspapers also may be source of  literature review of  Psychiatry, 32, 361-367.
where the new or article published may be the area 

2.  Erren TC, Cullen P, Erren M (2009) How to surf  of  interest for the particular researcher. 
today's information tsunami: on the craft of  

?Conference papers and proceedings : The effective reading. Med Hypotheses 73: 278-
scientific conference organized generally attracts 279doi:10.1016/j.mehy.2009.05.002[PubMed]
many research papers, which are complied and 3. Maier HR (2013) What constitutes a good literature 
published in the form of  conference souvenir or review and why does its quality matter? Environ 
proceeding, which could serve as source of  Model Softw 43: 3-4doi:10.1016/j.envsoft.2 
literature review.  013.02.004

Unpublished dissertations and theses :
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Introduction

Commonly used agents in the treatment of  pain

Pain management and pain mechanisms

Tramadol/Paracetamol is the fixed-dose combination 
where both the dual mechanisms of  action of  tramadol Pain is the most common reason for patients to seek 
andparacetamol, the analgesic synergy between the two medical advice. Tramadol, a centrally acting weak opioid 
compounds have been demonstrated in both preclinical analgesic combined with low-dose paracetamol is 
studies (mouse model) and human studies using effective in relieving moderate to severe pain. 

11, 14
essentially the same study design .

Paracetamol and NSAIDs (non-steroidal anti-
Tramadol has a weak agonist effect at the µ-opioid inflammatory drugs) are available by prescription, over 
receptors, causes inhibition of  serotonin reuptake, and the counter, and in combination preparations. Fixed-

 15
inhibition of  norepinephrine reuptake .dose combination analgesics with two or more agents 

may offer additive or synergistic benefits to treat Patients may be unaware of  the risk associated with high 
multiple mechanisms of  pain. Combining analgesics dosages or long-term use of  paracetamol and NSAIDs.
may allow for lower doses of  the individual agents, with 
doses possibly low enough to significantly reduce the 

Hippocrates reported on the analgesic efficacy of  adverse events. Tramadol 37.5mg and paracetamol 375 
opium as early as 400 BC. However, in early medicine, mg, a fixed -dose combination, is effective in terms of  
these narcotics enjoyed a dubious reputation because of  achieving maximal efficacy with minimal toxicity when 
their potential for misuse, potentially life-threatening compared to individual compounds.

16
side effects, and withdrawal symptoms . Chemistry-

Pain negatively affects quality of  life, adversely affects 
based anti-inflammatory therapy began in 1897 with the 

patients and families, may result in loss or diminished 
discovery of  aspirin, leading to advances in other 

productivity of  work, and has a huge impact on the 
pharmacological options, including NSAIDs. In 1986, 

health care system. The World Health Organization 
the WHO proposed its well-known "pain ladder," which 

(WHO) has promoted and disseminated guidelines on 
calls for the treatment of  cancer pain based on level of  1pain management , advocated for the use of  analgesics, pain intensity rather than the underlying mechanism, in 

2
including opioids , and encouraged national programs that it advocates the use of  nonopioid agents (such as 

3 4
for palliative care and relief  of  cancer pain , . Pain relief  aspirin, paracetamol, and NSAIDs) for mild pain, weak 

5,8has been put forward as a fundamental human right . opioids for moderate pain (tramadol), and strong 
1opioids (morphine) for severe pain .

Pain management is complex for many reasons. Chronic Paracetamol is metabolized mainly by conjugation with 
pain may be broadly classified into nociceptive (pain sulfate and glucuronide, with about 5% to 10% of  the 
owing to tissue disease or damage, including drug oxidized by the cytochrome P450 metabolic 
inflammatory and visceral pain), neuropathic (pain pathway (mostly CYP2E1 and CYP3A4) to a toxic 
caused by somatosensory system disease or damage), electrophilic metabolite, N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone 
and mixed syndromes (coexistence of  nociceptive and imine (NAPQI). NAPQI is subsequently detoxified by 

9 17
neuropathic pain) . glutathione and eliminated in the urine or bile . If  any 

residual NAPQI is not detoxified in this manner, it may Hypersensitivity causes a mild stimulus to provoke pain 
bind to hepatocytes, where it can lead to cellular out of  proportion to the stimulus. Hypersensitivity may 
necrosis. At appropriate doses in healthy individuals, the be categorized as allodynia (pain response to 
small amounts of  NAPQI produced by paracetamol nonnociceptive stimuli) or hyperalgesia (increased pain 

10 metabolism can be effectively eliminated with sensitivity in response to nociceptive stimuli) although 
glutathione. However, at higher doses, paracetamol is these phenomena may be difficult to distinguish 

18associated with serious hepatic toxicity .clinically.

TRAMADOL AND PARACETAMOL :
A FIXED DOSE COMBINATION
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Nonselective NSAIDs block COX, namely COX-1 and research. However, the available clinical data suggest 
COX-2, blocking the synthesis of  prostaglandins and that tramadol/paracetamolcombination is a useful 
consequently shunting arachidonic acid into the treatment option for providing multimodal analgesia in 
lipoxygenase pathway, producing leukotrienes. patients with moderate to severe pain.
Leukotrienes are powerful bronchoconstrictors and 
impair mucociliary clearance, resulting in increased 

1. World Health Organization (WHO). WHO's pain 
mucus production, mucus filtration, and edema. 

ladder [web page on the Internet]. Geneva: WHO; 
NSAIDs use has been associated with bronchospasm.

2012. Available from: http://www.who. 
All NSAIDs are associated with dose-dependent int/cancer/palliative/painladder/en/. Accessed 
toxicity, manifesting as gastrointestinal symptoms, May 12, 2011.
including dyspepsia, ulceration and bleeding, as well as 

2. WHO. Achieving Balance in National Opioids 
cardio-renal complications including fluid retention, 

Control Policy: Guidelines for Assessment. 
hypertension, and renal dysfunction. A recent study 

Geneva: WHO; 2000. Available from: whqlibdoc. 
found even short-term use of  NSAIDs was associated 

who.int/hq/2000/who_edm_qsm_2000.4.pdf. 
with increased risk of  death in patients with a history of  

Accessed May 13, 2011.
myocardial infarction (19).

3. WHO. National Cancer Control Programmes: 
For such reasons, NSAIDs, including coxibs, should not 

Policies and Managerial Guidelines. 2nd ed. 
be prescribed routinely for all types of  pain, but Geneva: WHO; 2002. Available from: http://www. 
restricted to pain related to tissue damage and who.int/cancer/media/en/408.pdf. Accessed May 
inflammation, according to their mechanism of  action. 13, 2010.
NSAIDs are to be used cautiously, in patients with or at 

4. WHO. Cancer Pain Relief  with a Guide to Opioid elevated risk for cardiovascular disease or 
Availability. 2nd ed. Geneva: WHO; 1996. Available gastrointestinal complications (20,21,22).
from: whqlibdoc.who.int/ publications/ 

Fixed-dose combinations provide multiple mechanisms 9241544821.pdf. Accessed May 12, 2011.
for the treatment of  pain. Clinical studies have 

5. Brennan F, Carr DB, Cousins M. Pain management: 
demonstrated effective management of  moderate to 

a fundamental human right. AnesthAnalg. 
severe pain with a good tolerability. Two 

2007;105(1):205-221. 
tramadol/paracetamol(37.5/325 mg) tablets provide 

6. Hall JK, Boswell MV. Ethics, law, and pain greater relief  of  dental pain over an 8-hour period than 
management as a patient right.Pain Physician. either agent alone, with a faster onset of  action than 
2009;12(3):499-506. tramadol alone and a longer duration of  action than 

either agent as monotherapy. 7. Gwyther L, Brennan F, Harding R. Advancing 
palliative care as a human right. J Pain Symptom 
Manage. 2009;38(5):767-774. 

Studies of  fixed-dose combinations such as 
8. Fishman SM. Recognizing pain management as a tramadol/paracetamol for the treatment of  chronic 

human right: a first step. AnesthAnalg. pain syndromes are promising, showing safe and 
2007;105(1):8-9.effective pain relief  with good tolerability and safety 

profiles. The combination ensures rapid onset of  action, 9. Baron R, Binder A, Wasner G. Neuropathic pain: 
longer efficacy, better efficiency than individual diagnosis, pathophysiological mechanisms, and 

treatment. Lancet Neurol. 2010;9(8): 807-819components and a good safety profile.Tramadol/ 
paracetamoltablets provided effective, rapid (< or = 34 10. Woolf  CJ; American College of  Physicians; 
minutes), dose-dependent analgesia for the treatment American Physiological Society. Pain: moving from 
of  postoperative dental pain.Clinical studies have symptom control toward mechanism-specific 
shown good efficacy and safety of  this fixed-dose pharmacologic management. Ann Intern Med. 
product for a variety of  pain conditions (23,24). 2004;140(6):441-451.

Due to serious gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, and 11. Raffa RB, Friderichs E, Reimann W, Shank RP, 
renal side effects, caution is recommended when using Codd EE, Vaught JL. Opioid and nonopioid 
high-dose NSAIDs, particularly when taken long-term components independently contribute to the 
(25,26). The appropriate use of  NSAIDs, paracetamol, mechanism of  action of  tramadol, an 'atypical' 
opioid analgesics, or combination products in the opioid analgesic.  J  PharmacolExpTher.  
chronic pain population remains a subject of  ongoing 1992;260(1):275-285. 
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Abstract
Skeletal dysplasia of  the maxilla and/or mandible is responsible for prognathism or retrognathism. The severity of  
either condition is in direct proportion to the degree of  dysplasia noted within each jaw. A differential diagnosis is 
essential to determine whether the abnormality is in the maxilla or the mandible, or both. When recognized early in 
the formative years, it permits the orthodontist to employ guidance and full therapy procedures in a treatment plan 
to correct the skeletal aberrations. Orthodontist and Oral surgeons together can provide a more definitive 
resolution to skeletal abnormalities. This article enumerates various features both clinical and cephalometric of  
maxillary sagittal dysplasia and also different treatment modalities for its correction. 
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Introduction In the twentieth centuryextraction of  teeth fell into 
disfavor under the dominating influence of  Edward Sagittal dysplasia is one resulting from an 

4
Angle . Angle championed the belief  that teeth should anteroposterior disproportion in size or discrepancy in 
not be extracted in the course of  treatment but should position of  the jaws rather than malposition of  the teeth 

5be maintained by any means possible . This led him to relative to the jaws.Some natural dental compensation is 
depend on expansion of  crowded dental arches in observed in the presence of  the skeletal discrepancy. 
addition to intraoral elastic traction from the maxillary 

Maxillary sagittal dysplasia can be on account of  
anterior to the mandibular posterior teeth, later termed 

maxillary protrusion or retrusion. Maxillary protrusion 
Class II elastics 

can be classified as skeletal class II malocclusion 
Functional jaw orthopedics was introduced In the whereas maxillary retrusion as class III malocclusion. 
United States, the principal appliance for facial 

It is important for the clinician to be able to differentiate 
orthopedic treatment was headgear, whereas the 

between dental orthodontic problems caused by 
functional appliance were the appliance predominantly 

malpositioned teeth on well-proportioned jaws and 
used in Europe. Although functional appliances 

skeletal orthodontic problems caused by a 
continued being used in Europe throughout the 

disproportion in the size or position of  the jaws. There twentieth century, the use of  headgears in the United 
are three alternatives for treating any skeletal problem: States was all but abandoned by the 1920s. The 
growth modification, dental camouflage and elimination of  the use of  extraoral force by 
orthognathic surgery. In the growing child, all three may orthodontists was primarily the result of  the dominating 
be possible, whereas in the adult, only the latter two are influence of  Angle, he was confident that class II elastics 
option resulted in skeletal as well dental correction of  the 
History of  treatment modalities anteroposterior problem.

6In the Nineteenth century Orthodontic treatment of  Alan Brodie , one of  Angle's students and successors 
Class II was limited primarily to retraction of  maxillary believed that the growing face could not be significantly 
anterior teeth to decrease excessive overjet. In 1880 an altered from its genetically predetermined form. With 

1,2
American dentist, Norman Kingsley  published a this, orthodontists felt their only option in treating 
description of  treatment techniques for addressing malocclusions caused by skeletal discrepancies was 
protrusion. The primary technique of  the time was to dental camouflage or moving the teeth within their 
extract the maxillary first premolars and retract the respective jaws for the best possible occlusion in spite of  
maxillary anterior teeth with extra oral forces applied the skeletal discrepancy, and thus lead to decline of  

3 using orthopedic forces to treat malocclusions. This led with headgear An American orthodontist, Calvin Case , 
to a renewed acceptance of  extractions as necessary in continued to refine these methods and those of  tooth 
orthodontic treatment.extraction.

TREATMENT MODALITIES FOR MAXILLARY SKELETAL 
DYSPLAISA - A REVIEW
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7,8
Charles Tweed , who was one the most brilliant 
students of  Angle, had been discouraged by the 
prevalence of  relapse in many of  his treated patients, so Extraoral force (Headgear) appliance 
he decided to oppose conventional wisdom and retreat a 

A headgear intended for use in growth modification is 
9group of  these cases with extractions .This led to a designed to deliver an adequate extraoral orthopedic 

renewed enthusiasm for treatment of  Class II force to compress the maxillary sutures, modifying the 
malocclusions with extractions. pattern of  bone apposition at these sites. Although 

10,11 posterior and superior extraoral orthopedic forces Silas Kloehn  reintroduced extraoral force in the form 
primarily are intended to inhibit anterior and inferior of  the cervical headgear for treatment of  skeletal Class 
development of  the maxilla, they also inhibit mesial and II relationships. Kloehn usedLongitudinal lateral 

10,13
occlusal eruption of  the maxillary posterior teeth .cephalometric radiographic technique to demonstrate 

that extraoral force produced positive skeletal changes Headgear restricts the maxillary growth, while the 
as well as dentoalveolar changes in the correction of  mandible continues to grow forward an adequate 
skeletal Class II problems amount to "catch up" with the maxilla.For the prognosis 

to be positive:The forces need to be of  sufficient In European orthodontics took a different path than 
magnitude, applied in an appropriate direction , should American orthodontics during the first half  of  the 
be delivered for an adequate length of  timeThere should twentieth century. European treatment emphasized 
be active period of  mandibular growth removable rather than fixed appliances, and the 
Center of  resistance of  maxilla:confidence in the skeletal effects of  facial orthopedic 

treatment endured throughout the century. When intraoral point of  attachment usually is localized 
to the bands on the maxillary first permanent molars, it It was not until the 1960s that the separate paths 
usually is the molar center of  resistance that is followed by American and European orthodontists 

12 considered when determining the direction or vector of  began to converge.
14force . If  the intraoral point of  attachment is attached 

to a removable appliance, or in case of  j hook headgear 
the center of  resistance is more forward between the 

Clinical features : anterior and posterior maxillary teeth.

Types of  HeadgearsIts less common, to have maxillary excess in the 
anteroposterior dimension also called as midface Headgear is a common term for an appliance that is used 
protrusion. This conditions exhibit facial skeletal for delivering a posteriorly directed extraoral force to 
convexity with a normal anteroposterior position of  the the maxilla. Each headgear consists metal device 
mandible, maxillary anteroposterior excess is attached extraorally to an occipital or cervical 
characterized by protrusion of  the entire midface, attachment and intraorally to an appliance fixed to the 
including the nose and infraorbital area as well as the teeth.
upper lip Headgear can be classified according to direction of  pull

a) Cervical pullCephalometricfeatures :
b) Straight pull

Maxillary excess, presents as:Increased ANB angle and 
c) High pull (Occipital)

A-B difference projected on occlusal plane (WITS 
d) Combination headgear

analysis) and true horizontal line,Increased facial 
convexity, SNA angle usually is increased, SNB angle is 
normal, A point is anterior, and B point is normal 
relative to Nasion perpendicular.Anteroposterior Anterior maxillary subapical setback
maxillary length is increased and anteroposterior The anterior maxillary subapical osteotomy was the first 
mandibular length usually is normal maxillary orthognathic surgical technique introduced in 

the United States. Although a method was described in Maxillary deficiency, presents as Increased A-B 
15difference projected on occlusal plane (WITS analysis) the European literature in 1921, it was Heinrich Kole's   

and true horizontal line,Increased facial concavity.SNA publication together with other reports in the American 
literature that influenced American surgeons to use this angle usually is decreased, SNB angle is normal, A point 
technique in the 1960s.is posterior, and B point is normal relative to Nasion 

perpendicular, Anteroposterior maxillary length is Anterior maxillary subapical setback is  indicated when 
decreased and anteroposterior mandibular length the skeletal Class II malocclusion is caused by a 
usually is normal maxillary excess limited to the anteroposterior 

Treatment modalities of  maxillary excess in a 
growing patient

Clinical and Cephalometric features of  maxillary 
sagittal dysplasia

Treatment modalities for maxillary excess in non-
growing patient
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dimension with no associated maxillary vertical or The pads are connected by a midline framework and are 
transverse skeletal problems and a normal size and adjustable through the loosening and tightening of  a set 
position of  the mandible screw. An adjustable anterior wire with hooks is also 

16,17,18 connected to the midline framework to accommodate a The surgical technique was described by Wassmund
19 downward and forward pull on the maxilla with elastics and Wunderer  and includes extraction of  the maxillary 

minimize the opening of  the bite as the maxilla is first premolars for surgical retraction of  the maxillary 
repositioned, the protraction elastics are attached near anterior teeth into premolar extraction space followed 
the maxillary canines with a downward and forward pull by vertical interdentalosteotomies in this area and 
of  30 degrees to the occlusal plane. Maxillary removal of  vertical bone segments. Additional 
protraction generally requires 300 to 600 g of  force per osteotomies are performed to mobilize the anterior 
side, depending on the age of  the patient. Tension of  maxilla to permit the posterior movement of  the 
the elastics can be estimated using a tension stress gauge. anterior maxilla to correct excessive overjet, and achieve 
Patients are instructed to wear the face mask for 12 class I canine relation. 
hours a day.

Functional appliance therapy
Distraction osteogenesis to advance the maxilla

The Frankel III (FRIII) regulator is a functional 
Distraction osteogenesis has recently been used to appliance designed to counteract the muscle forces 
simulate a Le Fort I maxillary advancement and anterior acting on the maxillary complex. According to 

20,21 s e g m e n t a l  r e p o s i t i o n i n g .  M o l i n e  a n d  Franke1 the vestibular shields in the depths of  the 
28,29Monasterio distracted the entire maxilla in 36 patients sulcus are placed away from the alveolar buccal plates of  

with cleft lip and palate. An incomplete osteotomy the maxilla to stretch the periosteum and allow for 
placed above the canine and molar roots was performed forward development of  the maxilla. The shields are 
through a vestibular incision. Pterygomaxillary fitted closely to the alveolar process of  the mandible to 
disjunction and dissection of  the nasal floor and septum hold or redirect growth posteriorly. The effectiveness of  
were not performed. Distraction forces were placed on each appliance is dependent on patient cooperation and 
the maxilla by a reverse-pull headgear and an intraoral wearing them full time.
orthopedic appliance to advance the maxilla 8 to 12 mm. 

Treatment with an FRIII and other types of  functional 30
Figueroa and Polley  evaluated the cephalometric 

appliances is more successful in patients with a Class III 
changes on 14 patients with cleft palate who were 

malocclusion presenting with a functional shift on 
treated with a rigid external distraction technique. A 

closure. The FRIII appliance can also be used as a 
complete Le Fort I osteotomy was performed, including 

retentive device following maxillary protraction 
pterygomaxillary and septaldysjunction, with 

treatment.
mobilization. A cranially fixed rigid external distraction 

Protraction face mask therapy device was placed after surgery. Distraction was 
performed by turning the activating screw at a rate of  1 Protraction face mask has been used in the treatment of  
mm/day. The average predistraction ANB was -1.2 patients with Class III malocclusion and a maxillary 

22 degrees and postdistraction was 7.3 degrees with an deficiency. In 1944 Oppenheim  believed that one 
increase of  8.6 degrees. The average horizontal could not control the growth or anterior displacement 
advancement of  "A point" after distraction was 8.3 mm. of  the mandible and suggested moving the maxilla 
Compared with the amount of  forward maxillary forward in an attempt to counterbalance mandibular 

23 movement that can be obtained from maxillary protrusion. In the 1960s Delaire  and others revived the 
protraction with a face mask (average 2 to 4 mm), interest in using a face mask for maxillary protraction. 

24,25 distraction osteogenesis, once perfected, has a far Petit later modified Delaire's basic concept by 
greater impact in treating patients with more severe increasing the amount of  force generated by the 
Class III maxillary deficiencies.appliance, thus decreasing the overall treatment time. In 

261987 McNamara  introduced the use of  a bonded 
expansion appliance with acrylic occlusal coverage for 1 Kingsley NW. Oral deformities. New York: D. 
maxillary protraction. Turley improved patient Appleton & Co. 1880
cooperation in wearing the appliance by fabricating 

2 Kingsley NW: Treatise on oral deformities as a branch 
customized face masks. of  mechanical surgery, New York, 1880, Appleton & 
The protraction face mask is made of  two pads that Lange. Case C: Dental orthopedia and cleft palate, 

27 New York,contact the soft tissue in the forehead and chin region  . 

Treatment modalities for maxillary deficiency in 
Treatment modalities for maxillary deficiency in growing patients
non-growing patients
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Abstract

Key words :

The dental practitioner is provided with a variety of  post endodontic treatment options which range from invasive 
methods like full veneer crowns to least invasive and aesthetic procedures like bleaching. The most important 
parameter in non-vital bleaching is the placement of  a barrier to prevent the resorption of  the tooth which has a 
poor prognosis. Today, the bleaching of  non-vital, discolored teeth is a low-risk routine treatment for improving 
esthetics and mostly employ hydrogen peroxide as the active agent. It is applied directly, or produced in a chemical 
reaction from sodium perborate or carbamide peroxide. Among bleaching techniques, the walking bleach 
technique with sodium perborate and distilled water stands out because of  its superior esthetic results with no side 
effects. This paper presents a case of  tooth discoloration in non-vital tooth which was successfully bleached using 
walking bleach method.

 Non-vital bleaching, Hydrogen Peroxide, Sodium perborate, Walking Bleaching
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Introduction

Case Report

caries, and discolored composites. Most bleaching 

agents are oxidizers that act on organic structures of  the Discolored anterior teeth are often perceived as an 
hard tissues and degrade them into smaller molecules estheticdetraction. Because of  the growing need for 

3that are lighter in color, such as C02, 02 and H20 .beautiful, whiteteeth and the establishment of  esthetic 

treatment methods,the bleaching of  nonvital teeth has 
1become increasingly importantin recent years .The A 35 year old male patient reported to the department 

discolorationofpulpless teeth could be a result of  an of  conservative dentistry and Endodontics with chief  
aetiological factor (trauma) or the endodontic complaint of  discolored and discontinued endodontic 
procedure itself. A haemorrhage in the pulp chamber treatment in upper front tooth region (Fig: 1). Clinical 
may result from either a blow, death of  the pulp or a and radiographic examinations were carried out. 
failure in controlling the bleeding during endodontic Endodontic treatment with obturation was performed 
therapy. The penetration of  blood into the dentinal before bleaching. In the next visit (after 30 days) the 
tubules, followed by haemolysis of  the red cells, which access cavity opened and approximately 3 mm of  gutta 
results in the release of  haemoglobin and its breakdown percha filling was removed from the access cavity 
products, produces a yellowish brown discoloration. tillcervical third of  the crown using warm handpluggers. 
This discoloration occurs when the iron pigments get 

A plug of  a resin-modified glass ionomer  was placed on 
[2]

degraded to iron sulfide . Internal bleaching is used to top of  the gutta-percha filling to prevent percolation of  
lighten a discolored tooth that has had root canal bleaching agent into the cervical and apical region. A 
therapy. It involves placing a chemical oxidizing agent mixture of  sodium perborate and distilled water is 
within the coronal portion of  a tooth to remove prepared in wet sand consistency (Fig: 2) and was placed 
discoloration. inside the cavity and restored with Cavit. Patient recalled 
Indications for internal bleaching are discoloration of  after 10 days for changing bleaching agent. There was 
pulpal origin, dentin stains, and stains not amenable to notable change in the tooth color with satisfactory 
extra-coronal bleaching. Contraindications to internal results in single visit (Fig 3). The sodium perborate - 
bleaching are superficial enamel stains, defective, water mixture was removed from the pulp chamber and 
enamel formation, severe dentin loss, presence of  the access cavity was sealed with composite resin.

WALKING OF DARK TO LIGHT
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chamber as well as on exterior andapplication of  some 
heat source is used to fastenrelease of  nascent oxygen. 
Cervical root resorptionis a possible consequence of  
internal bleachingand is more frequently observed in 
teeth treatedwith the thermo-catalytic procedure. 
Application of  heat to activate Superoxol leads tomore 
incidences of  post bleach external cervicalerosion and is 

4Fig: 1: Pre-Operative photograph irt 11 not recommended . Sufficientcervical sealing and 
avoidance of  the thermocatalytic methodcan minimize 

1
the risk of  resorptions . 

The "walking bleach" technique that was introduced in 

1961 involved the placement of  a mixture of  sodium 

perborate and water into the pulp chamber that was 

sealed off  between the patient's visits to the clinician. 

Some reports have suggested the use of  a mixture of  

sodium perborate and water because of  its decreased 
[2]

potential to cause cervical resorption external cervical 

resorption which is a serious 30% H2O2 should not be 

used for the walking bleach technique. External cervical 

resorption is mostly asymptomatic and is usually Fig 2 : Mixture of  sodium perborate- water
detected only through routine radiographs. It has been 

proved that formation using either 30%

H2O2 alone or in combination with sodium perborate 

aremore toxic for periodontal ligament cells as 

compared toa perborate-water suspension, presumed 

that applicationof  bleaching agents led to denaturation 
4

of  dentine in thecervical region of  tooth .

Fig 3 : Post Operative Photograph irt 11 It can be concluded from this case report thatwalking 

bleach technique is an important and valuabletool for 

discolored non-vital endodontically treated 
The literature has reported numerous reviews on the 

permanentteeth.
bleaching of  vital and non vital teeth; yet, there are 
extremely few published case reports on successful non-
vital bleaching. One factor which stops the dental 1. Schweiz Monatsschr Zahnmed 2010 Vol. 120( 4): 
practitioner from performing this procedure in the 306-313. Bleaching of  Nonvital Teeth-A Clinically 
clinical practice is the fear of  invasive cervical Relevant Literature Review.
resorption, which has been reported to occur in several 

2. Journal of  Clinical and Diagnostic Research. 2012 
2

cases following internal bleaching .When the bleaching May (Suppl-1), Vol-6(3):527-529. NonVital 
agent is applied inside the pulp chamber and sealed, the 

Bleaching - A Non Invasive Post Endodontic 
bleaching occurs between dental appointments via the 

Treatment Option: A Case Report.
walking bleach technique. This technique traditionally 

3. Endodontology December 2013Volume 25(2): has been used to treat discolored non-vital teeth. The 
106-111.Cervical Root Resorption And Non Vital other bleaching options involve the thermocatalytic 
Bleaching.technique and in-office external bleaching technique. 

The bleaching agents used for root filled teeth are 4. J Clin Exp Dent. 2011;3(2):e180-183 . 
hydrogen peroxide, Carbamide peroxide, and sodium Managementof  tooth discoloration in non-vital 
perborate. Hydrogen peroxide is the active ingredient in endodontically treated tooth -A report of  6 year 
currently usedtooth bleaching materials. Inthermo follow-up
catalytic bleaching Superoxol is placed in the pulp 

Discussion:
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